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Kaiichiro Shibuya: Order And Chaos
Marco Mancuso

Elektra  is  back.  The  Canadian

audiovisual art festival comes back for

its ninth edition in the habitual Usine

C of Montreal. A series of international

artists will perform from 7 th to 11 th

May ’08 with audio-video live that will

be judged in June Digimag edition.

Between the rich setting of Elektra for

this  year,  I  found  very  attractive

Kaiichiro Shibuya audio-video live, on

one  side  because  of  its  artistic  and

productive history  �  musician,  sound

designer and owner of ATAK label, on

the  other  s ide  because  of  i t s

collaboration  with  Exonemo,  couple

o f  J a p a n e s e  a u d i o v i s u a l

experimenters able to use digital tools

and circuit bendings of different kind.

I appreciated Shibuya work for ages,

both as musician and ATAK producer

as  well  (label  that  is  leveled  to  the

more  well-known Raster  Noton  and

12k in terms of production, aesthetic,

packaging  and  image),  and  recently

had the opportunity to get in touch

with his sound design art,  thanks to

the installation Filmachine presented

by  Club  Transmediale  2008  inside

Tesla halls. A fascinating and striking

audiovisual  installation,  made  by  an

open cubic structure,  surrounded by

constructions  of  speakers  and

columns  of  Led,  from whom center

the  spectator  i s  gu ided  in  an

immersive flow of drones and lights. It

uses chaos theories, cells automations

and  logistic  maps  to  re-create  a

systematic  non-rhythmic sound-light

flux.

Emotional  maximalism and aesthetic

minimalism,  art  and  grace  in  an

equilibrate design with a synaesthesia

system  that  pushes  the  limits  of

chaos. A rare tension, that his live in

Elektra will  surely give to the public

and that he openly talks about in this

interview.
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.

Marco  Mancuso:  Would  you  tell  me

something about your performance in

Elektra  2008?  You’ll  perform  with

Exonemo, so would you like to tell us

how this collaboration was born and

which is the concept and structure of

your audiovisual set?

Keiichiro  Shibuya:  Exonemo  and  I

started  a  collaboration  a  year  ago,

during  an  event  for  my label  called

“ATAK Night 3″ , where Pan Sonic and

Goem performed as  well  and it  has

been  recorded  and  edited  as  DVD.

That partnership was awesome, so we

decided to collaborate again for this

occasion.  Sound  and  visual  are

completely  autonomous,  so  we’re

never  synchronized.  There’s  no

specific  concept  in  our  live,  even  if

we’re  always  conscious  of  the  high

resolution  and  “hyperness”  obtained

by the high density and speed of our

data, that human beings are not able

to perceive.

Marco  Mancuso:  You  launched  Atak

label  in  Japan,  that  follows  lots  of

aesthetic instances, production values

and thematic interests of labels such

as Raster Noton or K12. Each one of

your releases has a splendid package

and  design  elements  are  always

elegant. The structure of your label is

founded not  only  on  musicians,  but

also  on  designers,  visual  artists  and

sound artists.

Keiichiro Shibuya: I never thought my

label  as  in  terms  of  aesthetic  or

communication  strategy.  ATAK  is

formed by individualities, well known

as specialists  in  their  areas,  so  they

w o r k  o n  t h e i r  i n f l u e n c e s  o r

suggestions, while I just direct them.

For now, since I started ATAK in 2002,

I’ve always been conscious on what I

should have done after  the reign of

the  minimalism  movement.  At  the

m o m e n t  I ’ m  w o r k i n g  o n  t h e

concept/idea of “maximalism”, inside

my entire work. The name of the label

ATAK derive from an error in the word

“attak”, so it’s synonym that the label

want to evolve including an error on

one  side,  attacking  sound  and  the

potentialities of tones and rhythm.

.

Marco Mancuso: I had the opportunity

to live  the installation Filmachine at

the  CTM  ’08  in  Berlin,  inside  Tesla

halls.  You  worked  with  Takashi

Ikegami in that occasion. This project

started  from  an  album,  where  you

present  a  series  of  abstract  sound
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tracks,  created  by  algorithmic

software  such  as  Logistic  Map  and

sndchanger.  You  said  that  those

tracks  are  “dynamic  non-linear

models, sounds that emulate chaotic

system characteristics,  schemes that

are  in  equilibrium  between  stability

and chaos”. Why did you decided to

work  on  those  concepts  and  how

much chaos concept is  important in

your work?

keiichiro Shibuya: Takeshi Ikegami is a

well-known researcher of  chaos and

complex systems. After a month since

we met for the first time, we started a

project called “The Third Term Music”.

Filmachine is the first work produced

by  our  collaboration.  Nothing  is

completely casual, but it is not a loop

as well.  It is a real system that uses

chaos theories, cells automations and

logistic  maps  to  create  the  non-

rhythm in a systematic manner. I can

surely say that we’re more interested

into technical component, before the

concept or the aesthetical realization

of the project.

Marco  Mancuso:  How  do  you  put

sounds and lights inside space in your

installation version? Who worked on

the stunning installation design? And

in general, how much is important in

your work the approach, not only as

musician,  but  also  as  sound  artist,

attentive  to  physical  space  and

immersive synaesthesia impact of the

public?

Keiichiro  Shibuya:  The flicker  of  the

Led inside “Filmachine” are controlled

by  different  parameters  that  are

managed for example by the decibel

of the sound, by the cells automation,

b y  t h e  l o g i s t i c  m a p s .  T h e s e

parameters are interpreted as sound

used for the composition or as data

that allows the sound moving around

the  space  three-dimensionally.  In

every moment we can choose what

parameter to send to Led, using the

fact that the system allows multi-level

composition  of  sounds  and  optical

movements in a perfect way.

.

Marco  Mancuso:  You  work  with  the

Yamaguchi Center for Art and Media

as well, together with Sota Ichikawa,

that I interviewed in February, n. 32 of

Digimag,  about  Mapping  Sound

Installation project. Would you tell us

something  about  your  role  in  the

project,  and  in  general  about  your

professional  and  artistic  relationship

with the center?
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Keiichiro Shibuya: If I should describe

YCAM center, I’d say it’s fantastic and

nothing more. There’s a technical staff

with  sophisticated  skills  and  the

center  produces  lots  of  sound

installation  works.  I  worked  in  this

very direction with dnA, on the sound

design  of  the  installation  Mapping

Sound Installation.  We can establish

an  intimate  relationship  with  the

technical staff, while we create a new

work in  the center,  and this  is  very

important.  At  the  moment  we’re

discussing about a new work for next

year.

.

Marco  Mancuso:  Which  are  your

audiovisual  and  music  production

plans  for  the  future?

Keiichiro Shibuya: At the moment I’m

working on two album at  the same

time. One in piano with some electric

sound  and  the  other  one  will  be

totally electronic. I hope I can realize

them both this year. Moreover, there

will be some concerts in Europe and

Filmachine  will  travel  around  some

museum. There are some artists that

will produce for my label, but please I

need to keep them secret.  We have

some astonishing names in the list!. 

http://atak.jp/

www.elektrafestival.ca/

http://exonemo.com/
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Olyvetty: Processing Sound And Images
Silvia Bianchi

O l y v e t t y  i s  a n  a u d i o  v i s u a l

environment  project  that  started  in

Berlin  in  2006  when  the  musician

Claudio Rocchetti and the visual artist

Riccardo Benassi met .

Olyvetty is the distortion of a symbol,

the  language  prevailing  over  the

content,  the  information  over  the

production.  With  this  new  project,

which was presented at Netmage 08

for the first time, the depths of noise

and  minimal-techno  have  been

systemat ica l ly  p lumbed  .  We

interviewed  Riccardo  Benassi  when

t h e  d u o ’ s  t w o  r e c o r d s  w e r e

contemporarily  released:  As  all-

encompassing  as  a  hole  ,  a  double

picture-disc vinyl which was recorded

manually and Hundebiss Records of 7″

Im Leeren . The two artists both live in

Berlin ,  where they met and started

their collaboration. What they have in

common is  their  actual  research  on

sound,  which  means  a  d i r ect

interaction  with  the  object  and  its

surface through the use of  different

supports, both durino production and

live processing.

Riccardo  Benass i  was  born  in

Cremona  but  he  had  long  lived  in

Bologna.  He has  been working with

sound experimentation for years and

a  young  artist  of  great  promise  in

Italian contemporary art.  In his work

objects become the real protagonists

and  the  audience  is  encouraged  to

interact, thus turning everyday noises

into symphonies. His multidisciplinary

research  is  not  restricted  to  sound

experimentation  and  spans  over

different expressions, such as videos

and  illustrations.  One  of  the  artist’s

works  is  currently  showed  at  TIME

CODE,  an  exhibition  at  MAMBO  in

Bologna. With that work the artist has

explored one of the dimensions that

are more specifically linked to video

language: time.

Claudio  Rocchetti  was  born  in

Bolzano, but has been living in Berlin

for some years. He processes sounds

by mixing turntablism’s manipulatory

techniques with concrete music’s. He

breaks  down  and  deconstructs
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sounds and uses radios, recorders and

microphones  to  create  an  analogic

process of sound generation. He has

dealt with different subjects: he used

to be member of a hardcore band, the

OvO, he founded the 3/4 Had Been

E l i m i n a t e d  a n d ,  b e s i d e  t h e

collaboration with Riccardo Benassi as

Olyvetty, he is collaborating with the

Jooklo Duo supported by Hypnoflash .

.

S i l v i a  B i a n c h i :  H o w  d i d  t h e

cooperation  with  Rocchetti  and

Olyvetty  project  started?

Riccardo Benassi:  We met in Berlin ,

where  both  l ive,  and  we  felt  a

cooperation was  possibile  when our

point of view started overlapping. On

the  one  hand  we  developed  an

analogic production methodology, on

the other we studied mistakes from a

social  point  of  view.  Olyvetty  is

purposely  the  distortion  of  a  name

related to an industrial system which

designed  life-styles  and  dreams,

although  the  passing  of  time  has

made that reality nearly a foggy fairy

tale.

Silvia Bianchi: How did you coordinate

audio  and  video?  Did  you  process

them  together  or  did  each  of  you

work with them separately?

Riccardo  Benassi:  Since  Olyvetty

project  started  I  have  chiefly  dealt

with  the  visual  component  and

worked more with the sound during

live  performance.  For  Nights  Erase

Days Erase Nights I  shot the factory

using an environment microphone in

order  for  the  sounds  not  to  be  too

precise. From that point on each of us

worked separately and then put the

w o r k  t o g e t h e r  d u r i n g  l i v e

performance.  Thus  audio  and  video

are literally “coordinated” only in the

two realities, the one I shot and the

one I perform.

.

Silvia Bianchi: What kind of processing

did you use to create the video? Is the

central  idea of  recurrence conveyed

by technique too?
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Riccardo Benassi: What I wanted was

to spoil the unreal perfection of digital

i m a g e s .  T o  d o  t h a t  I  u s e d

technologies  that  a l ter  v ideo

frequencies  as  well  as  primitive

physical methods, such as dropping a

mixer. The three- screen product has

nonetheless  a  strong  narration  line

that can be compared to a tv show

belonging to childhood years.  In the

Italian tv show ‘Scommettiamo Che?’

there  was  a  game where  an  object

had  been  previously  melted  in  the

oven  and  the  contestants  had  to

guess  what  it  was.  The  melting

process  was  showed  backwards,  so

that  the  melted  object  regained  its

shape in the end. Similarly, the editing

let  you  see  the  factory  product’s

actual shape just in the end. On the

contrary ,  dur ing  my  personal

development the pattern of eccessive

repetition  does  not  create  a  real

narration;  rather  it  divides  time into

parts  which  are  similar  but  not

identical.

Silvia  Bianchi:  Considering  the  crisis

the  music  market  is  current ly

experiencing, do you think releasing a

double  picture-disc  vinyl  which  was

recorded manually is somehow a way

to  give  importance  back  to  the

support? How are you distributing the

record?

Riccardo  Benassi:  Unfortunately  I

don’t think the support will last long if

we consider the music market and I

don’t  believe  retro  fetishism  can

change the  present  situation;  rather

we can assume new solution can be

found  for  the  future…We  were

interested in vinyl support from many

points of view, because of its status of

mult i funct ional  object  which

magically  contains  reality.  The

grooves let us use the record as a tool

to “play” tridimensional images as we

like,  thus making further changes to

the support possible for us only. Since

As all-encompassing as a hole ,  was

released  in  just  333  copies,  its

distribution has not posed a problem.

We  entrusted  the  distribution  to

people  we  appreciate,  who  owns

super-fluo stroboscopic shops mainly

in Berlin (the list is regularly updated

in  our  blog).  Actually,  I  adore  vinyl

because  of  its  unbeatable  sound

which slowly changes each time you

listen to  the record�  It  also  reminds

me when it’s time to turn it once the

song is finished… an audio track is a

time unity after all.

.
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Si lvia  Bianchi :  Can  you  tel l  us

something  about  your  collaboration

with  Hundebiss  Records  and  the

release  with  this  new  label?

Riccardo  Benassi :  Hundebiss ’

components  and  us  worked  in  the

same habitat; their project started as

onl ine  d ist r ibut ion  a iming  at

spreading rare works they discovered

among  se l f -product ions  and

international music experimentations.

My suggestion is to check new works

in  their  wild  myspace  page  every

w e e k  (

http://www.myspace.com/hundebiss

). When we learnt they were planning

to develop their project by producing

songs  we  were  just  planning  to

release  our  new  7-inch  .

So Im Leeren was published, with an

incendiary  release  party  inside  a

cardboard mountain which had been

designed for CareOf in Milan. The logo

I designed for Olivetty was magically

reinterpreted  by  Hundebiss  who

c r e a t e d  a  f a n t a s t i c  p o p - u p

fantasmatico  which  opens  on  the

record’s  sleeve  and  symbolizes  a

research for depth as well  as che si

apre  sulla  copertina  del  disco,  e

segnala,  con  il  senno  di  poi,  una

r i c e r c a  d i  p r o f o n d i t à  e  u n o

scostamento dalla superficie lineare e

narrativa del tram-tram. 

www.olyvetty.blogspot.com/
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Design And The Elastic Mind
Giulia Baldi

[the exhibition] focuses on designers’
ability to grasp momentous changes
in  technology,  science,  and  social
mores, changes which will demand or
reflect  major  adjustments  in  human
behavior,  and  convert  them  into
objects and systems that people can
actually understand and use.

This is a brief excerpt taken from the

press  re lease  of  E last ic  Mind

exhibition,  running until  the 12 th of

May  at  MoMa,  Museum  of  Modern

Art, of New York .

It  is impossible to show here all  the

works,  that  were  selected  by  Paola

Antonelli, the Italian senior curator in

MoMa’s  Department  of  Architecture

and Design; maybe it is more useful to

talk about the general trend of these

projects.  Our ability  to adapt to the

environment  and  our  creativity  in

changing  i t  in  something  else

necessary to our dreams and needs:

these are two typical features of men

and women’s  life  in  every  time and

place.  But  only  an  elastic  mind  can

support  and cope with the fast  and

multidimensional  change  of  21  st

century,  without  losing  its  own

identity.

.

For  this  reason  the  challenge  is

constant: scientific and technological

revolution  can  lead  to  faster  and

deeper  changes,  and  contemporary

men  and  women  have  not  only  to

c o n s t a n t l y  f i n d  n e w  c h a n g e

possibilities,  but  also  to  completely

change those already known concepts

and  relations,  such  as  space,  time,

information and individuality. With an

elastic mind, of course. So, design has

become a more and more important
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means  of  social  mediation  and

promotion, because it provides tools

to  show  how  research  is  converted

into  every-day  objects,  useful  for

everyone  everywhere.

In order to create the most creative

and useful  projects,  these  designers

are  influenced  by  nanotechnology,

biology,  cosmology,  and  geography.

They  don’t  fear  contrasts;  on  the

contrary,  they  want  to  reconcile

opposites because it could be the only

way to solve the current ideological

crisis.

.

As  the  exhibition  curator,  Paola

A n t o n e l l i ,  h a s  s u c c e s s f u l l y

demonstrated, the great innovation is

that the work teams are made up not

only  of  designers,  but  also  of  many

scientists and artists. But the common

denominator is the research goal,  as

we  can  read  in  the  exhib i t ion

catalogue  preface:  ”  to  facilitate  as

seamless  a  movement  as  possible

from fast to slow , virtual to physical,

cerebral  to  sensual,  automatic  to

manual,  dynamic  to  static,  mass  to

niche,  global  to  local,  organic  to

inorganic ,  and  propr ietary  to

common”.

The exhibition (unlike the catalogue) is

divided into different sections, and all

kinds of contexts are available, from

the  most  entertaining  to  the  most

specialized. It starts from the smallest

scale, with a wide range of scientific

and  aesthetic  experiments  through

n a n o d e v i c e s  t o  s h o w  h o w

nanophysics  and  bioengineering  are

useful  in  everyday life.  Then,  there’s

the  human  scale,  with  experiments

and  prototypes  about  our  relation

with  other  people  and  objects.

.

And finally, there’s a collection of

works and studies about big scale

phenomena, such as the city, Internet,

the planet, and even the universe, to

convert them into visual, concise and

useful information. We don’t need to

say more: it is an unmissable
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exhibition, and thanks to the online

exhibition on the exhibition website

(by YugoP) you can find out what the

offline exhibition offers.

f this is “the way we will live the day

after tomorrow”, as the curator said in

an interview about the exhibition

projects, we will be glad to be the. 

http://www.moma.org/exhibitions/2

008/elasticmind/
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The Dissonant Ecstasy Of Charlemagne
Palestine

Giuseppe Cordaro

Charlemagne  Palestine,  musician,

sculptor,  painter,  video-artist  and

musical  shaman is  one  of  the  most

interesting  representatives  of  the

contemporary European music scene.

On May 9th he will be performing in

Rome  ‘s  Palazzo  dei  Congressi,  at

Dissonanze’s eighth edition.

An original and peculiar composer, he

is considered one of the myths of the

“Downtown Music Scene” in New York

during  the  1970′s.  His  name  comes

along with those of La Monte Young ,

Philip  Glass,  Pandit  Pran  Nath  and

S t e v e  R e i c h  ,  e v e n  t h o u g h

Charlemagne  has  always  kept  his

distance  from  this  “category”,

d e d i c a t i n g  h i m s e l f  t o  v i s u a l

experimentation  and  installations  in

museums  and  galleries.  To  witness

one  of  his  live  performances  is  a

unique  experience,  because  of  the

beauty  of  the  complex  sounds  the

l istener  is  surrounded  by;  it  is

impossible  to  forecast  what  will

happen  next.  The  peculiarity  of

C h a r l e m a g n e  P a l e s t i n e ’ s

performances is also stressed by the

instrument  he  uses,  the  “Doppio

Borgato”.

The  author  has  been  developing  a

research  on  the  rites  of  shamanism

and  tribes,  loves  to  have  stuffed

animals  around  him  and  during  his

performances he literally  falls  into a

state of trance. Through a technique

cal led  “strumming”,  a  mixture

between  a  stream  of  sounds  and

drumming’s  percussive  violence,  the

listener  enters  a  sound  landscape

filled  with  soft  sounds,  sudden  hits

and  loud  resonances.  This  flow  is

constantly  guided  by  Charlemagne,

with  technical  skill  and  physical

strength.

The  musical  universe  performed  by

C h a r l e m a g n e  P a l e s t i n e  i s

characterized  by  a  strong  magical

atmosphere, a musical sciamanic who

creates a complex and magic musical
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world,  made  of  fascinating  musical

shapes, beats and vibes. Standing his

performance at  Dissonanze in Rome

the next week, a laptop extension of

his  musical  theories  and  tecniques,

will really be a pleasant adventure.

.

T h i s  i n t e r v i e w  i s  a  s t r e a m  o f

consciousness, stories and narrations

cannot  be  completely  translated  in

Italian,  and doing that  requested an

addit ional  ef fort  f rom  Marco

Mancuso, but they serve as a further

example of Charlemagne’s depth.

Giuseppe Cordaro: I have always been

fascinated by your approach to music.

There’s  something  ancestral  to  it,

deeply related to the forces of nature.

Where does this attitude come from?

Charlemagne Palestine: I was born in

Brooklyn  of  a  working  class  Jewish

family I started singing at age 3 and

soon  joined  a  synagogue  choir  and

sang  with  many  great   Chazins

(Jewish  Sacred  Singers)  who  had

escaped  from  Europe  to  America

before the Holocaust I sang with them

unti l  I  was  14  That  was  my  f irst

important  musical  influence  Then  i

b e c a m e  f a s c i n a t e d  b y  t h e

Folkways Record Collection “Music of

the World’s Peoples” edited by Henry

Cowell and began to listen to musics

from different countries cultures and

tribes from all over the world Then I

discovered the avant-garde musics of

the times and became to experiment

with  primitive  electronic  musical

techniques and became the carilloner

(bell  r inger  on  a  25  bell  clavier

instrument) at St Thomas Church next

to the Museum of Modern Art

So it’s ancestral from my Jewish roots

and from many of the worlds varied

ancestral and shamanic cultures When

I  perform I  prepare  like  a  shaman I

dress  specially  for  each  event  a

special shirt / special pants / special

socks / special shoes / special scarves

I drink my special magical Cognac out

of a special magical crystal glass and i

prepare an altar  with my Muses my

Stuffed  Animals  my  Divinities  my

Gods  my  Intermediaries  with  the

DIVINE !!!!!!!!!! (if they are toys they are

Sacred  Toys)  and  I  enter  a  Deep

Trance!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  and  Interact

Intersect  Interconnect  with  the

UNIVERSE plugging directly  into the

FORCES  OF  NATURE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  And

DAT’S HOW I DOOOOOO IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.
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Giuseppe  Cordaro:  Has  your  way  of

writing music ever been influenced by

ancient cultures, from Africa or Asia?

Charlemagne  Palestine:  During  my

early  development  i  was  especially

interested in the rituals and musics of

Java and Bali  and North India  but  i

listened and absorbed musics from all

over Africa Asia Polynesia Inuit Native

American Latin  and South  American

Indiginous rituals and musics too So

yes i’m sure i’ve  been influenced or

better said i feel a deep solidarity with

tribal  and  folkloric  traditions  much

more than i feel with western modern

contemporary music traditions.

Giuseppe  Cordaro:  Together  with

other great artists such as La Monte

Young , Philip Glass, Pandit Pran Nath

and Steve Reich you are considered

one  of  the  most  important  and

influential  musicians  of  minimalism.

Nevertheless,  you always kept  away

from the contemporary music “label”.

Would  you  tell  us  something  about

this?

Charlemagne Palestine: When i began

t h i s  “ p a i n  i n  t h e  a s s ”  w o r d

“””””””minimalism”””””””””””  existed only

to describe visual artist and artists like

Tony  Smith  Walter  de  Maria  Carl

Andre  Frank  Stella  Sol  Lewitt  and

several  others  it  meant  something

about  reductive  a  return  to  simple

geometries and cubic forms My works

had  several  different  labels  back  at

the  beginning  i  used  the  word

“”Trance””  alot  for  the  feeling  and

“”Continuum””  for  the  length  My

works  have  always  been  Liquid

Continuums  sometimes  simplier

sometimes complicated nothing to do

with minimal more often because of

their  emotional  expansiveness

unpredictablity and drama “”Maximal””

is  a  better  term i’ve always tried to

“Squeeze” the Most out of my material

so minimal just never meant me and

also as Groucho Marx used to say “I

don’t want to belong to any club that

would accept me as a member” I feel

closer  in  my  rituals  and  musics  to

Aborigines  than  i  do  to  the”  Young

Glass Adams Reichs”.
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Giuseppe Cordaro: What is the role of

the  stuffed  animals  you  often  bring

with you during your performances?

Charlemagne Palestine: As i said in an

earlier  question  my  animals  in  my

works are not toys or they are toys in

an ancient shamanic mystical religious

and  animistic  way  when  years  and

years  ago  i  began  my  search  into

continuums  sometimes  these

continuums lasted days or weeks and

my Animal Shamans could listen and

exist  in  total  concentration  during

these continuums they are my muses

my divinities my gods my soul mates

my  link  to  eternity  my  gateway  to

foreverness  if  we  want  to  see  my

whole life as a “trancendental sacred

game” then they are my toys and I am

theirs!!!!

Giuseppe Cordaro: Would you like to

tell  us  something  more  about  the

“strumming”  technique?  What  is  the

influence  that  unusual  instruments

such as the Doppio Borgato and the

Bolide Borgato have had on you?

Charlemagne  Palestine:  Strumming

came about around 1972 I  had been

developing a long piano work called

“Spectral  Continuum for Bösendorfer

Imperial” at California Institute of the

Arts  where  I  was  an  ass istant

professor  and  graduate  student  the

piano  work  lasted  5  hours  and  was

played  with  an  arpeggio  technique

not unlike the impressionists Debussy

&  Ravel  used  except  that  i  created

long  lush  l iqu id  a rpeggiated

continuums that repeated notes and

chords but never the same way twice

like  the  waves  of  the  sea  (again

nothing  minimal  about  it)  at  the

beginning  and  end  of  that  piece  i

played an octave with one finger of

each hand alternating  and changing

tempo and began to hear magnificent

rainbows of overtones depending on

slight  differences  of  my  touch  and

intensity  and  changing  velocities  it

was a magic sonic discovery for me

a n d  f r o m  t h e n  o n  i  b e g a n  t o

exper iment  and  develop  th is

technique  in  more  diverse  and

complicated  ways.

.

This technique didn’t have a name at

first  but  over  time  i  thought  about

flamenco guitars and Russian church

bells  inging and eventually used the

term  one  uses  for  brushing  ones

fingers  over  guitar  strings  and  the
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term “Strumming” was born for that

style of piano playing I started playing

my classic version of Strumming from

around 1974 and released in 1976 as a

Vinyl by Shandar Records in Paris and

much later it was remastered and re-

released as a Cd in 1994 by Robi Droli

in  Tor ino  Since  then  i ’ve  done

hundreds  of  versions  depending  on

the  size  of  the  piano  it ’s  sonic

characteristics  the  acoustics  in  the

performing space and how i’m feeling

or relating to my audience or situation

at the time In the seventies I used to

smoke  Javanese  Kretek  c love

cigarettes while i played and drink my

cognac to help put me into a trance as

i  p l a y e d  s o  S t r u m m i n g  h a s

shamanistic roots sometimes i’d play

so hard especially in the bass region

of the piano that i’d break strings and

rea l i se  on ly  a f ter  f in i sh ing  a

performance  that  my  hands  were

bleeding  from  the  intensity  of  that

moment (again a Maximal experience

nothing to do with Minimal)

I heard about the Borgato Doppio first

in  Brussels  from my dear  old  friend

who i call the “Great Rabbi of Pianos”

the  piano  and  keyboard  instrument

builder  restorer  &  collector  Martin

Kaufmann he’d been to Lonigo Italy

and had seen the instrument and met

Luigi and Paola Borgato He says that

when  he  saw  the  instrument  he

immediately thought of me and as the

instrument  has  2  keyboards  one

played with the hands and the other

with the feet  Martin  knew that  as  i

had been a carilloner I could play with

both hands and feet at the same time

and  that  the  potential  of  so  much

density and resonance that two sound

boards could provide played together

as live performance would be perfect

for my musics.

So he told me about it and later when

my wife Aude and I were in Krakow

we met the pianist Roberto Prosseda

who  had  actually  played  the  upper

part  of  the  Doppio  in  concert

proposed that  we go and meet  the

Borgatos and try out the instrument

myself  We  arr ived  one  Sunday

morning several years ago and within

5 minutes i was playing an incredible

resonant and divine harmonic music

that  the  Borgatos  never  imagined

their  instrument  could  play  a  rich

resonant  monumental  sonorous

continuum of pure string fundamental

and  overtone  sonics  as  had  never

been heard before on a pianoforte We

immediately imagined how and when

and  where  we  could  organise  a

recording  of  a  work  specia l ly

composed  for  their  Doppio  Several

months later we organised a week of

recording in Lonigo in a Church not far

from their atelier and “Bolide Borgato”

was born and had its premiere at La

Sapienza in Rome in March 2006 the

title  of  the  work  became  “From

Etudes  to  Cataclysms”  and  has  just

recently been released as a 2 Cd set

on the Sub Rosa label.
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Giuseppe Cordaro:   A few years ago

Sub Rosa produced a live album at the

Mercelis Theatre in Bruxelles, for the

Luc Ferrari memorial. In that occasion

you played with Tony Conrad. Could

you tell us something more about it?

What  do  you  think  of  the  recent

development  of  audio/visual  art,  in

terms  of  collaboration  between

musicians  and  video  artists?

Charlemagne  Palestine:  I  met  Tony

Conrad the first time while playing the

carillon at  St  Thomas one afternoon

between 5 o’clock and 5:30  as i did

every weekday for almost seven years

between 1963 and 1970 it was around

1968 that  i  heard someone shouting

WOW  WOW  WOW  from  the  spiral

staircase that went from the church’s

lobby to the bell tower high above It

turned  out  to  be  Filmmaker  and

musician Tony Conrad who had fallen

in love with my bell sonorities that he

had heard several times before while

passing near the Musuem of Modern

Art on 53rd Street as St Thomas was

just next door We became immediate

friends  he  invited  me  to  his  studio

that was above a 42nd Street porno

shop  and  where  he  and  his  wife

Beverly  an underground film actress

offered a 24/24 hour salon for all the

avant-garde  artists  bohemians  and

craz ies  to  come  and  hang  out

together  he  theninvited  me  to

compose carillon music  for  his  then

epic  collaboration  film  Coming

Attractions that he was making with

Beverly After that i asked him to play

with  me  at  the  WBAI  radio  station

Free  Music  Store  festiva  and  he

played  “ long  str ing  drone”  an

instrument  he  had  invented  in  my

work recorded live there ”  Alloy ”  in

1969  which  was  released  by  Algha

Marghen on the Golden 1 disk several

years ago.

In 1970 i left Nyc for Los Angeles as

Mort  Subotnick  invited  me  to  be

assistant  professor  at  Cal  Arts  and

didn’t see Tony until  April  1972 on a

short trip I made back to Nyc when he

invited me to play with him and Rhys

Chatham  at  Albright  College  in

Pennsylvania during a weekend (Algha

Marghen Golden  4  has  just  recently

released an excerpt of this live event

called D flat) after that I went back to

California and by the time i returned

to Nyc again in 1973 Tony had already

left Nyc to teach and finally settled in

Buffalo Ny near the University where

he has been living for more than 30

years! so I lost touch with him for 30
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years as also i began to leave Nyc little

by little for Europe and have lived in

Germany Switzerland France Holland

and finally Brussels where I live now

since 10 years with my wife Aude.

In 2001 the organisation Transculture

in Belgium invited me to do several

projects here and invited Tony also to

do a concert in Luxembourg in 2002

When they told me that he would be

passing through Benelux  I  proposed

they ask him to come visit us at home

and spend a few days together with

us  which  he  finally  decided  to  do

during those days together we started

to play me on the piano and he on his

violin and in minutes all systems went

GOOOOOOO  and  GREEATTTTT!!!  so

Transculture  organised  several

concerts for us first in Naples Nantes

and Paris and then Sub Rosa recorded

our concert in Brussels which became

“An Aural  Symbiotic  Mystery”  a  title

that  i  invented based on the magic

results  of  our  being able  to play so

fabulously together after 30 years of

noncontact Tony was a filmmaker and

i was also a video artist maybe that

has something to do with our success

as  co l laborators  we  are  both

audio/visual  people  with  several

different  kinetic  appetites  and

instincts and talents even though his

sense of film and my sense of video

are  very  very  different  one  from

another  when  we  play  together

everything  melts  together  into  a

Magic  Sonic  Bouillabaise.
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Giuseppe  Cordaro:  What  should  we

expect  from  your  performance  at

Dissonanze? What are your plans for

the future?

C h a r l e m a g n e  P a l e s t i n e :  A t

Dissonanze  I  will  be  presenting  an

elaborate  laptop  electronic  sonority

continuum with live vocal interaction !

In the future i’m preparing a 6 hour

concert  and  recording  of  my  organ

work  Schlingen  Blängen  at  St  Giles

Cathedral  in  London  for  Blast  First

records  and  performances  &  video

screenings at the Triennale in Milano

the end of  May and for  the festival

Angelica in Bologna just after Rome A

collaboration  with  the  Berlin  based

music group Perlonex with whom I’ve

played several  times  in  Vienna Graz

Paris Geneva and Berlin and released

a live performance recording made at

Podewil  in  Berlin  with  them on the

Ukrainian record company Nexsound. 

www.charlemagnepalestine.org/

www.dissonanze.it
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Sonar 2008: The Feminine Factor
Marco Mancuso

Digicult  has  confirmed  its  media

partnership  with  Sonar,  the  most

important  international  event  for

electronic  music.  From June 19th to

21st we’ll be reporting from the event

in  Barcelona,  which  has  recently

opened its doors to new media and

(even  if  with  some  reluctance)  to

audio/video performances.

Presenting the Sonar to those who are

thinking  about  dedicating  their

energies  to  the  most  crowded  and

important event for electronic music

to  this  day  is  not  easy,  if  anything

because  of  the  huge  amount  of

musicians,  djs,  video  artists,  labels,

installations  and  partners  featured

every  year.  According  to  advance

information from the organization, the

programme  of  the  15th  edition  is

based  on  two  main  themes:  the

“feminine factor” in today’s music and

“hybr id ism”  as  a  resul t  of  the

interaction  between  genres  and

subgenres.

As far as the presence of women in

the  programme  is  concerned,  some

absolute pop divas like Goldfrapp or

Róisín  Murphy  contrast  with  M.I.A.’s

multicultural  glamour  and  Camille’s

vocal  alchemy.  Some  other  guests,

hard  to  file  under  any  genre,  like

Justice, Yelle, Diplo, Spank Rock and

Boys  Noize  provide  this  year ’s

programme  with  an  injection  of

hybr id  energy  and  st ress  the

considerable  attention  for  the  DIY

spirit.

The  festival  will  be  an  occasion  for

meetings  and  “meet-agains”.  Two

short-lived  but  legendary  duets  are

reuniting  at  the  Sonar:  pop legends

Yazoo and Mike Banks together with

Jeff  Mills,  the  real  genesis  of  the

U n d e r g r o u n d  R e s i s t a n c e

phenomenon.  At  the  same  time,

Jamie Cullum and his brother Ben will

draw  efforts  with  the  Underworld’s

founder Darren Emerson, in BC vs JC

featuring  Darren  Emerson.  Kanye

West’s  collaborators  A-Trak  and  Kid

Sister will mix records and beats with

new sensation DJ Mehdi.
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The “feminine factor”, where can it be

found?

Sonar’s  15th  edition  considers  the

“feminine factor” as a starting point to

stress  the  growing  “feminization”  of

today’s  e lectronic  music.  The

programme  thus  includes  female

p e r f o r m e r s  w i t h  d i f f e r e n t

backgrounds, styles and attitudes, as

well  as  male  performers  whose

musical  approach  is  bound  to  the

“feminine factor”.

Modern  divas  like  Alison  Goldfrapp

and  Róisín  Murphy;  fighters  with

different origins like M.I.A. and Tara de

Long; female feminist rappers like Kid

Sister  and  Northern  State  versus

colourful  pop  icons  like  The  Duloks

and  Yelle;  significant  voices  of  the

past and the present, such as Alison

Moyet  (Yazoo)  and  Camille.  And

naturally  the  queens  of  the  dance

floor Miss Kittin and Chloé. And what

about the men? The feminine factor

also belongs to Antipop Consortium,

Spank  Rock,  F ly ing  Lotus  and

Daedelus.

Electronic  hybridism  and  today’s

music  undecipherable  genetic  code.

The  traditional  divisions  applied  to

electronic music are no longer useful

to explain the new trends in today’s

market.  We  are  deal ing  with  a

complex mix of styles which no longer

respects  the  roots  or  follow  clear

r u l e s ,  w h o s e  f e a t u r e s  a r e  s o

undefined  and  genetic  code  so  re-

mixed that it actually is impossible to

say who the mothers and fathers of

these sounds are.

The Sonar  2008 programme is  filled

with illegitimate sons and daughters.

Can anyone say for sure which is the

main source of inspiration for Justice,

Yelle, Boys Noize, Diplo or labels such

as Ed Banger and DIRTY? This is the

real  difficulty,  old  definitions  don’t

apply anymore, this is something new.

A real headache for the non-purists.

.
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SonarMática

SonarMática  2008  turns  to  the

charming  origins  of  cinema.  In  1895

the Lumiére brothers performed their

first  public  screening,  which  would

have  inf luenced  our  v is ion  as

spectators during over the XX century.

Anyway,  even  before  this  event,

magic  lanterns,  Cinerama,  zoetrope,

flip  books  and  chronophotograhy

were  some  of  the  most  surprising

techniques which contributed to the

creation  of  images  in  motion.  This

universe of artefacts provided a new

way of looking at things, through 360°

projections  and  3D  images.  Strange

enough,  multimedia  art  in  the  21st

century is following the same path.

SonarMática explores the potential of

these technologies with some among

the  most  significative  contemporary

artists,  like  Marnix  De  Nijs,  Julian

O l i v e r  a n d  A n d y  C a m e r o n .

Installations  which  transform  reality,

inst ruments  wi th  panoramic

visualizations and audio/video shows,

brought  together  to  discover  new

ways for the creation of images. This

exhibition  allows  spectators  to

d i s c o v e r  t h e  w o r l d  o f  v i s u a l

representation through the eyes of a

child,  the  eyes  of  someone  who’s

looking at the “dream factory” for the

first time.
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SonarMática  2008  is  the  second

exhibition in a trilogy spacing from XIX

century revisited to the days of  the

digital  era.  The  project  started  last

year  with  Et  Voilà!,  focused  on  the

relationship  between  magic  and

technology, with the aim of looking at

the future of contemporary art from

t h e  p e r s p e c t i v e  o f  t h e  m o s t

interesting production of the past

www.sonar.es
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Edoardo De Carli: The Permanence Of
Knowledge

Eleonora Oreggia

In  recent  years,  in  Italy  and  in  the

world, many things have changed as

regards knowledge, its dissemination

and the education system.

For a long time, people have spoken

about school reform, one of the many

cases in which Italian bureaucracy has

shown  i ts  s low  and  backward

mechanisms.  If  on  one  hand  Italian

students  were  at  a  disadvantage  in

comparison  with  their  “foreign”

fellows, because the system was too

far from practice and reality,  on the

other hand Italian school,  which has

a lways  been  publ ic  and  non-

meritocratic,  had the rare  quality  to

teach  to  think.  Instead  of  creating

workers and very ambitious people to

employ in the industrial sector, Italian

school  churned  out  th inkers ,

philosophers,  cultured  people  who

used  to  rely  on  the  effort  and  the

exercise  of  their  minds.  It  was  said

that their fellows from Europe and the

USA,  who  came  from  shorter  and

e a s i e r  s c h o o l s  a n d  h a d  m o r e

experience  thanks  to  internship  in

companies  and  firms,  were  more

prepared to orient themselves in the

world of work with more familiarity in

comparison  with  the  desperate

philosophers looking for their identity

and lost in the corridors of the Italian

universities for many years.

Shortly  before  the  start  of  the

reforms, a subtle form of ostracism, a

hidden  opposition  to  philosophical

and literal studies that was disguised

as  technicality,  crept  into  school

classrooms; some stated: on one hand

unemployment ,  on  the  other

hyperspecialization. Were these wise

words?

hen  people,  who  have  become

fragments, do not see the system to

which they belong any longer and do

not know the process they contribute

to  spark  off,  why  should  they  be

surprised if they realised that they are

the cause of all their woes? Avoiding
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asking  yourself  any  questions  and

allowing other people to manipulate

you is much easier.

.

Today it is still possible to meet, in the

streets  around  the  world,  the

survivors  of  that  class  of  “dying-out

poets” that are the last repositories of

a  tradition  belonging to  a  past  that

maybe has been lost.  These people,

witnesses  of  the change,  are  hybrid

individuals,  because  they  studied  in

schools that are still based on models

and  syllabuses  typical  of  the  19  th

century,  but  they  witnessed,  at  the

same  time,  the  IT  revolution  that

involves  an  extensive  spread  of

computers,  a  massive  use  of  the

Internet and the spread of electronic

tools and accessories.

As Demons that, since they were born

from Humans and Gods, have features

and qualities of both, the Centaurs of

culture,  monstrous  and  limping

beings, understand Prolog and Pascal,

Homer,  Python,  Basic  and Dante;  as

they are influenced by present,  past

and future, they read languages which

do  not  exist  any  longer  and  their

minds  are  full  of  sentences,  sounds

and  words  belonging  to  history.  By

using  their  thought  as  if  it  were  a

code, these people process Greek and

Latin passages, looking for the root of

numbers and words, as if time still had

value and the word a meaning.

In an attempt to open a reflection on

issues that today are not considered

so  interesting,  such  as  education  in

schoo ls ,  the  search  for  so l id

knowledge, the dissemination or loss

of  culture  and  the  manipulation  of

knowledge, I decided to interview Mr.

Edoardo De Carli, the founder of the

“Gilda  degli  insegnanti”  (an  Italian

association of teachers) and, for many

years, an Italian and Latin teacher in

the  great  H  course  of  the  Liceo

Classico Beccaria, the ancient one in

Milan. 

Edoardo De Carli:  Market rules have

changed it: students are clients  and

for this reason it is necessary to satisfy

t h e m ;  b u t  k n o w l e d g e  ( o r  a

qualification, also without knowledge)

is not only a product for students, but

for  all  the  community,  present  and

future;  also  people  without  children

pay taxes for a school system which

should  guarantee  good  plumbers,

g o o d  a c c o u n t a n t s  a n d  g o o d

geriatricians  for  them,  too.Eleonora

Oreggia:  How  much  has  school
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changed in the last 30 years? And the

education system?

And  today,  the  market  forces  the

industrial sector of the other products

into  short  production  plans  (two  to

five years), whereas the investment in

school has to take into account long-

term plans: it takes from 12 to 18 years

to begin to educate a good plumber,

accountant, geriatrician�

Eleonora  Oreggia:  In  the  last  years

there  have  been  two  extremely

innovative  elements:  on  one  hand

school reform and on the other hand

the IT revolution�Could you comment,

according  to  your  experience,  on

these  two  historical  events?

Edoardo De Carli: Reform or reforms?

Apparently,  each  new  government

brings in reforms with the result that

the  long-term  investment  becomes

more  uncertain,  fragmentary,

precarious.  Moreover,  school  has

started  to  organise  on  its  own,  to

think only of getting by, to be more

independent  and  a l l  th is  was

disguised  as  school  autonomy.  The

aspects  of  the  reforms  that  have

caused  more  disorder  have  been

exactly school autonomy (at the end

of the several courses, there are very

diversified  results  that  cannot

guarantee  the  same  quality  levels)

and  the  abolition  of  the  “esami  di

riparazione” (exams you have to pass

if  you  have  got  poor  marks  in  too

many subjects): this has been the last

straw  of  the  clientalization  of  the
students  ,  because it  confirmed the

idea that  it  is  the shop which must

provide them with the product they

a r e  l o o k i n g  f o r .  T h e  s e n s e  o f

responsibility  of  the  people  who

create their destiny on their own has

got lost.

I n  m o s t  c a s e s ,  I n f o r m a t i o n

Technology has become a facilitating

tool: if you surf the Internet, there are

many  webs i tes  that  g ive  you

summaries  of  books,  paraphrases  of

poems,  translations  of  Latin,  Greek

and English texts, ready-made papers.

In short, the mostly used option is “cut

and paste”.

.

Eleonora Oreggia: From what cultural

model  does  school  reform  draw

inspiration?  What  do  students  say?

And teachers?

Edoardo  De  Carli:  Cultural  models?

From  the  first  reform  of  school-

leaving  examinations  the  “cultural
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model”  had  been  saving  on  the

budget of the Ministry of Education,

although there are people who keep

believing that this was a reaction to

the 1968 protest movement! Then, the

other “cultural model” was supporting

potential  members  of  trade  unions

and prospective voters: it is enough to

see for example the recent progress

of  Religion  teachers;  or,  shortly

before,  primary  school  with  2,  3  or

more  teachers:  the  CISL  (the  Italian

confederation  of  workers  trade

unions),  which  encouraged  this

reform for its  own interests,  saw an

increase  in  the  number  of  i t s

members  among  teachers  from

primary  school;  and the other  trade

unions urged other teachers to do the

same.

The  teachers  who  have  known  the

previous school system are resigned,

because they realise that they cannot

oppose the strong powers of politics

and  economy;  the  association  of

which I am one of the founders � the

“Gilda degli insegnanti” � tried in every

way to stop this inexorable trend, but

it was all useless. Young teachers are

bewildered  by  this  pernicious

recruitment system that forces them

into  two-year  refresher  courses

(schools  of  specialisation)  and  that,

afterwards, leaves them in any case in

a temporary employment for  a  long

time:  they  succeed  in  solving  the

problem of a job and therefore they

begin to take an interest in the school

system only when they are elderly.

As  they  are  young,  students  adapt

quickly and readily:  since they enjoy

themselves,  for  13  years,  without

working  too  hard  and behaving  like

real  consumers,  why  should  they

worry that, in the future, they will be

poor  people  lacking  in  practical

knowledge  and  outstripped at  work

by immigrants’ children, that are still

deeply convinced that the harder you

work, the more you get?

.

Eleonora Oreggia: To what extent do

computers influence people’s learning

ability and oncentration? What are the

pros and cons?

Edoardo De Carli: About 10 years ago,

at  the  Liceo  Beccaria  I  organised  a

group  of  voluntary  students  for  the

u s e  o f  c o m p u t e r s :  w i t h  t h e

competences  that  everyone  had

individually  acquired  as  autodidact,

we  wanted  to  create  the  school

website and see what else we could

do  (as  regarded  organisat ion,
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knowledge  and  didactics)  with  the

computers we had at our disposal. In

short, it was a real workshop, we had

plenty of ideas and we insisted with

the  possibilities  we  had  (hardware,

software,  competences,  time  and

funds).  I  think that that experience �

which  I  liked  very  much �  was  very

useful  for  many  of  those  students,

too.  Afterwards,  my  colleagues

started  to  teach  regular  courses,  to

give ECDL qualifications, and so on. I

don’t know what are their effects: two

years ago I left that school; however,

when I  look at  the Arts  students to

whom I still teach Latin, I don’t notice

any  general  improvement  on  their

concentration  and  learning  ability,

quite  the  contrary!

Eleonora  Oreggia:  How  is  classical

culture disseminated on the Internet?

Edoardo  De  Carli:  Well,  there  are

many classicist websites; I  use them

mostly  for  the  search  for  texts  and

other  similar  material  and  for  this

reason I give university students lists

of selected URLs (I don’t recommend

Splash-Latino,  the  website  full  of

ready  t rans lat ions ,  which  an

inexperienced  grammar  school

student immediately knows). What is

more, when I wrote an anthology on

Livio for the school where I taught, I

realised  that  the  Thesauri  on  the

Internet  are  really  useful:  they  are

enormous databases  where you can

quickly  check  the  rate  of  hits  of

names, constructions, and so on. The

former compiler of a grammar book or

a dictionary, was influenced by human

memory  which  focused  on  curious

and  interesting  things  that  had,

however, few hits (and therefore they

didn’t deserve to be dealt with in my

anthology  because  of  a  simple

calculation  of  probability  to  meet

them in a text); on the contrary, the

extremely  exact  digital  memory

suggests  what  students  are  more

likely to find in the pages they have to

translate.

.

Eleonora Oreggia: What do you think

about  Wikipedia?  And  about  the

translation  of  culture  from  one

medium  to  another?

Edoardo De Carli: Wikipedia is a good

but  dangerous  thing:  after  reading

some  good-explained  words,  you

trust it blindly or very nearly; but then

you find an explanation that is full of

nonsense; you make this known, but

then  you  think:  why  should  people
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trust you? Maybe you’re wrong. They

had trusted the person who explained

that word�

The  translation  of  culture  from  one

medium  to  another  makes  things

much  easier:  an  e-book  spares  you

many hours of waiting in a library; the

“find” option allows you to find words

quickly in a book without index; then,

I’m used to consult many books at the

same time and it is much easier to do

it  on  the  computer  screen  than

keeping all the books on my desk with

the risk they fall.

Eleonora  Oreggia:  How  much  of

antiquity  needs  to  be  saved?  How?

Edoardo De Carli: Everything that can

be saved.  How? Like English  people

do:  by  disseminating  things  without

any  mistakes;  there,  university

students  write  books for  children:  if

they write nonsense, their colleagues

will  shoot them down. Here in Italy,

university  students  don’t  soil  their

hands with dissemination; and those

who disseminate want only to attract

people’s  attention  at  all  costs  (it  is

e n o u g h  t o  s e e  a l l  t h o s e  T V

programmes,  considered  very

interesting,  with  a  lot  of  ignorant

people; they reduce the audience of

Piero  Angela’s  programmes,  which

are,  on  the  contrary,  very  good).
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Eleonora Oreggia: The truthfulness of

the  Internet  is  questioned  by  the

Official Academy and cultured people

d o n ’ t  a l w a y s  h e l p  c h e c k  a n d

disseminate information. Is the Italian

academic  world  ready  for  a  free

disseminat ion  and  shar ing  of

knowledge?  Why?

Edoardo De Carli: No, it isn’t, for the

reasons I’ve just said: we still behave

like  Don  Abbondio,  who  used  the

“latinorum” to confuse poor Renzo. So

mere  mortals  don’t  understand  the

juridical  language  because  it ’s

incomprehensible  for  them,  and the

same happens with the bureaucratic

and  the  medical  language  (maybe

lawyers  and  accountants  earn  so

much  money,  because  they  speak

these “foreign languages”). All serious

culture  must  be  incomprehensible:

otherwise, how could we distinguish

between  cultured  and  ignorant

people?

Eleonora  Oreggia :  Could  you

comment  on  the  following  issues,

taking into consideration the changes

between past, present and future, the

world of IT and traditional culture?

•  learning with the Internet

Edoardo  De  Carli:  I  think  it  is  very

practical,  but  I  don’t  think  it  could

originate  a  new  “forma  mentis”;

moreover, we can find nonsense also

in paper culture.

•  the disappearance of cultures

Edoardo De Carli: Impossible! In spite

of globalisation, in Italy there are a lot

of  wizards  and  saints,  whereas  in

Sweden they don’t exist.

.

•  unreliability of Google

Edoardo  De  Carli:  Of  course!  When

you enter the name and surname of

someone who is not very famous in

double  quotation  marks  you  are

immediately  given  the  link  of  my

w e b s i t e  o n  m o n u m e n t s  a n d
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tombstones! It means that this search

engine is very intelligent�

•   t h e  f r e e  d i s s e m i n a t i o n  o f

knowledge

Edoardo  De  Carli:  I  agree  with  that

only to a certain extent (and I’m not

talking about censorship in China or in

Muslim  countries):  if  your  parents,

friends or teachers don’t teach you to

appreciate knowledge, you won’t be

encouraged to  learn,  you’ll  think  it’s

boring  and  that  only  something

repetitive and trippy is interesting�

•  the search for and the file of data

Edoardo De Carli: The accumulation of

d i g i t a l  d a t a  s h o u l d  b e  m o r e

expensive.

•  the manipulation of knowledge

Edoardo  de  Carli:  It  is  something

normal when culture is handed down

from  one  generation  to  another,

whether  it  is  disseminated  orally,

through  books  or  by  means  of

computers.

•  Accessibility

Edoardo De Carli: We have it, but it is

expensive.  However,  we  can  spare

something else, for example time. In

any case, it is true that we’ll get fat if

we always sit in front of a computer�.
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Eleonora Oreggia: What do you think

about technology, taking into account

prospects,  opportunities,  risks,

advantages�?

Edoardo De Carli:  It  will  continue to

exist and improve in spite of what we

th ink  about  i t ;  economy  may

influence  it  and  stop  it,  make  it

disappear  or  improve  it  even  more.

Risks? There have always been risks

(even  when  Cain  used  a  donkey’s

mandible to kill Abel). Now, we have

only to understand to what risks we

can’t find any solution; however, only

technology allows us to find and to

assess them!!

Eleonora  Oreggia:  Could  you  add  a

personal opinion about this topic?

Edoardo De Carli:  We have  to  calm

down�
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Eleonora  Oreggia:  You  have  spent

most of your life with young people,

could you tell us a sentence, the verse

of a poem or give us a piece of advice,

an image for  those who won’t  have

the opportunity we had to witness the

change  from  classical  to  digital

culture�?

Edoardo De Carli: I would only remind

them  that  Plato  still  disseminated

culture  orally:  he  recited  Homer  by

heart  (and  so,  sometimes,  he  made

some mistakes); however, after Plato,

there  wasn’t  any  Flood;  and  Kant

wasn’t stupid; I would tell them that

the monks on Mount Athos continued

to  copy  books  by  hand  even  after

Gutenberg’s invention (until the 18 th

century!!). And yet, it wasn’t the end

of the world!! Computers can’t change

so much our way of learning, living�,

can they?

www.chieracostui.com/

www.liceobeccaria.it/

www.chieracostui.com/costui/docs/i

nfo/informazioni.asp?page=credits

www.beccaria-asbec.it/asbec/index.a

sp
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Late Neopositivism And New Political Energy
Gigi Ghezzi

Alex  Steffen  is  one  of  the  most

r e n o w n e d  v o i c e s  a s  f a r  a s

environmental  sustainability  and

studies  on  the  social  impact  of

technology  are  concerned.  From his

biography emerge collaborations with

Weiden,  Kennedy,  Nike,  Amazon,
Ideo, Arup, Nau, Yahoo! and the World
Travel and Tourism Council.

He was recently the main character in

a  CNN  documentary  dealing  with

forecasting possibilities for the future

and  he  was  labelled  by  New  York

Sunday’s magazine Ecotecture as one

of  the  most  influential  innovators

worldwide.

Besides all that, or maybe because of

all  that,  Alex  Steffen  is  a  political

optimist.  Let’s  see  further  into  the

definition  of  “political  optimism”

<

http://www.worldchanging.com/arch

ives/007919.html >, as it could not feel

any  further  away  from  the  actual

western  technological  and  political

scenery. Steffen’s optimism is not the
wannabe  reflection of a life spent in a

safe (late) capitalist environment, but

rather the result of an approach other

than cynicism: “Cynicism is often seen
as  a  rebellious  attitude  in  Western
popular  culture,  but,  in  reality,
cynicism  in  average  people  is  the
attitude  exactly  most  l ikely  to
conform  to  the  desires  of  the
powerful  �  cynicism  is  obedience.”  

The only answer to such cynicism is

the revolutionary act of optimism.

The forecaster  is  perfectly  aware  of

how  dangerous  the  relationship

between man and the environment is.

He quotes articles such as Guardian’s

<

http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/

2005/apr/14/research.science2>,

where  ten  possible  apocalyptic

sceneries  which  could  lead  to  the

extinction  of  mankind  are  listed:

climate  changes,  telomere  erosion,

terrorism,  viral  pandemics,  nuclear

war,  meteors,  robots,  astral  storms,

vulcan eruptions, black holes; he also

wrote  several  articles  linking  world
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hunger problems to the development

of  global  economy,  but  the  thing

worth  being  stressed  is  that  this

“optimist”  proposal  originates  from

the  fact  that  the  widespread

pessimism in the Northern-American

and European debate on the future of

technology  transcends  the  field  of

science to include the political usage

of knowledge.

.

According to Steffen, the strength of

political  pessimism  expresses  itself

mainly as a form of giving in to global

problems  and  to  the  expenses  (in

economic  and  social  terms)  which

would  be  necessary  to  solve  them.

The  politics  of  fear  merges  with

technical  and  scientific  pessimism

into  the  “politics  of  the  impossible”.

In an article called Why Sustainability,

not  Terrorism,  Should  Be  Our  Real

Security Focus

<

http://www.worldchangng.com/arch

ives/004799.htmli>  he  supports  the

thesis  �  later  given  worldwide

attention by Al Gore’s An Inconvenient

Truth � that the real priority of the U.S

national security is sustainability, not

terrorism. It is also interesting the fact

that Steffen’s thesis originates from a

document  called  A  False  Sense  of

I n s e c u r i t y

<

http://www.cato.org/pubs/regulatio

n/regv27n3/v27n3-5.pdf>,  from  the

Cato  Institute  

(a  conservative  think-

tank).  Sustainability  is  a  political

priority,  as  the number of  American

citizens who die because of  climate

change  effects  and  pathologies

related  to  the  uncontrolled  urban

expans ion  is  way  h igher  than

terrorism-related  deaths.

His  latest  book  Worldchanging:  A

User’s  Guide  for  the  21st  Century,

introduced  by  Bruce  Sterling  and

promoted by Al Gore, contains a more

complete  explanation  of  “political

optimism”.  The  book  includes  a

selection of some interventions from

t h e  W o r l d c h a n g i n g  p r o j e c t

<http://www.worldchanging.com/>,

dedicated  to  the  exploration  of  the

p o s s i b i l i t i e s  i n  t h e  f u t u r e  o f

technology.
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Alex Steffen‘s political view remains a

strictly  personal  one,  as  the  author

himself  admits,  but it  still  is  a good

starting point. It must besupported by

the belief that we have the ability to

create and develop solutions for the

most serious problems in the world,

while  the  consequences  of  failure

require  immediate  action.  The  costs

for sustainability need to be evaluated

according to new standards: the old

economy value of prosperity needs to

include  environmental  stability,

international  security  and  the  well-

being of mankind.

Sustainability’s  action  program  must

describe the sceneries of success, the

desired  future  and  the  solutions  in

order  to  achieve  these  results,  still

“Nothing  about  the  pol it ics  of

opt imism  needs  to  be  naive” :

uncertainty  must  be  considered

seriously,  delusions  and  causes  for

failure  such  as  lobby  all iances,

corruption  and  boycott  must  be

prevented.  Therefore,  it  is  necessary

to make all financial channels as clear

as possible,  and failure is  not  to be

considered  a  predetermined  part  of

the process; besides that, the politics

of sustainability should not turn into a

struggle  between  the  past  and  the

future.

We  must  never  forget,  as  Steffen

reminds  us,  that  the  absence  of  an

optimist vision � an “engaged” vision �

can only bring benefit to the politics

of  the  impossible;  in  a  paradoxical

way, unhopeful perspectives are often

promoted  by  activist  groups:  yet,

understanding  what  the  risks  are  is

different  from  thinking  they  are

impossible  to  be  stood  up  to.  We

must never forget that every time we

explain how to live in the future in a

better way we redefine the limits of

what is possible.

www.worldchanging.com/bios/alex.h

tml
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We Are Not Alone – Part 1
Salvatore Iaconesi

We are not  alone.  The philosophical

observation  of  the  technological

contemporary  era  (and,  also,  of  our

everyday lives) allows us to describe

the emergence of new forms of life. A

technological mutation took place in

the human being.

Technology  always  modified  us.  We

have always been cyborgs, and this is

not  a  new  concept.  Transport

technologies mutated our perception

of space and time. The developments

on  energy,  starting  from  electricity,

changed our conception of time flows

a n d  o f  t h e  u s a g e  o f  t i m e  f o r

production.  Telecommunications

opened up  new possibilities  for  our

own thought, allowing it to be freely

addressed throughout space,  and to

propagate  independently  from  the

material  body.

Information  technologies  and,

specifically,  network technologies go

along these directions with even more

emphasis.  Network  and  information

technologies,  with  a  mutagen  leap,

directly  connect  the  mind  of  the

human being to hyper-contents and

t o  h y p e r - c o n t e x t s ,  c r e a t i n g

perspectives that are totally new. The

possibilities  are  astounding  in  more

than one direction. In this article we

will stop and analyze one of them, by

researching  on  its  phenomenology:

identity.

The  contemporary  research  on

identity,  in  its  conceptual  and

perceptive evolution, is a structurally

multi-disciplinar  practice,  running

from philosophy, to anthropology, to

sociology  (does  it  st i l l  exist?) ,

communication,  law,  economy.  And,

natura l ly ,  technology.  In  the

technological  ecosystem  individuals

define themselves, become multiples

(the  mult i-v idual ) ,  d isappear

(anonimity). They are multi-gendered,

multi-personality.  Even  more:  they

melt  into  a  fluid  one-ness  with  the

systems,  letting  new  existences

emerge:  others,  different,  synthetic.
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Technology  enables  hyper-medial

contexts  in  which  the  dualistic

perception  between  physical  and

digital  disappears,  just  as  the

possibilities to separate organic from

technological. Just as it is unthinkable,

in  the  contemporary  era,  to  look at

even  a  s imple  tomato  and  not

consider it as a technological object.

In this deep remixability of existences,

contents, connections and processes,

new forms of existence emerge. The

scenario is systemic. Even more: it is

eco-systemic.  Globality  gave  us  the

first clues. Multinationals probably are

the  f irst  example  of  a  sentient

technological  form  of  life.  We  have

them before our eyes each day of our

lives:  they  possess  objects,  rights,

decisionality,  strategies,  they  have

fears  and  beliefs,  iconologies  and

mythologies.  We  perceive  them  as

true  sentient  entities,  em-bodied  in

their  logo  (  iconology  )  and  in  the

neo-mythology  that  characterizes

their  life  cycles.

Having  to  deal  with  “forms  of  life”

whose name ends with “Ltd”, “SpA” o

“gmbh”  becomes a  standard part  of

our  daily  lives,  and doesn’t  produce

any perturbation to our perception of

normality.  Not  any  more.  We  will

describe an artistic process animated

by this point of view: a study on the

new forms of life that appear in the

technological contemporary era. And,

as a consequence, on their identities.

Contemporary  reality  has  been

observed  by  systematically  pursuing

different strategies, planned to focus

on the human being, on artificial life

forms,  and  on  the  forms  of  l i fe

emerging from collectivity. This is the

research  process  at  the  base  of  ”

Talker “, ” Talker Performance “, ” Dead
on SecondLife “, and ” Angel_f “.

The first  step has been to choose a

tool that would allow us to operate on

all of the forms of existence that were

the object of the research: language

has been identified as the ideal tool to

work on all of the required levels.

.
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The second step has been to create an

object  that  could  use  language  to

study the expressive mechanisms of

the life forms: the ” Talker “. “Talker” is

a  structural  object.  It  was  built  by

assembling  algorithms  coming  from

artificial  intelligence  and  statistical

analysis  to create a software engine

that could recognize, systematize and

generate  language.  In  a  very  simple

and  intuitive  way,  texts  can  be

inserted into the Talker by cut&paste

on  a  web  interface.  The  texts  are

processed  by  the  algorithms,  that

interpret  them  syntactically  and

geometrically.  Syntactical  analysis

allows to recognize, inside language,

the  structural ly  ”  interesting  ”

components.  Geometrical  analysis

allows for the spacial interpretation of

these  components.  Language

b e c o m e s  a  c r y s t a l  w h o s e

multidimensional shape changes with

language’s variance.

Other  algorithms are  applied  to  the

crystal to recognize recurring patterns

inside its structure: the symbols. Paths

in  space  and  through  symbols  are

created  in  this  multidimensional

domain  in  order  to  generate  new

language.  The  result  is  a  synthetic,

generative  language,  expression  of

the collective mind that  contributed

to its creation, often poetic and highly

evocative.  Aesthetics  are  purposely

cold  and  linear,  showing  the  non-

humanness of the expressed form of

life.

Talker  is an abstract and structural

manifestation of the object of the

research. The next steps of the

process materialize it, through three

modalities:

•  embodiment  (Talkers

Performance);

•  the construct (Dead on SecondLife);

the digital being  (Angel_f).

.

Talkers  Performances  (presented  at

the  PEAM,  the  Pescara  Electronic

Artists  Meeting,  in  2006)  embodies

the ”  Talker “,  re-interpreting it  as a

cyborg.  In  the  performance  the

h u m a n  b o d y  g e t s

invaded/expanded/connected. Focus

is  on  interaction.  The  body  of  the

performer becomes the media for the

expression of the ” Talker ” by wearing

a latex suit  covered with electrodes

and  sensors,  connected  to  a  web

interface  that  the  audience  can

control.  The dancer’s  mouth is  shut,

replaced by the generated voice; her
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movements  are  replaced  by  the

electrical stimulations. Every sensorial

component of the performer has been

replaced with a generative one. Latex

and electrodes replace touch; hearing

was  replaced  by  the  generative

soundscape;  taste  and  smell  are

cutoff ;  s ight ,  replaced  by  the

immersive  generative  videos  around

the  stage.  Communication  was  bi-

directional.

The  audience  interacted  using  the

interface to collectively build the life

of  the  cyborg-dancer ,  whose

movements ,  sounds  and  v i ta l

functions (as recorded by the sensors)

were given back as an environmental

feedback  that  the  users  perceived

under the form of an immersive sound

and  visual  experience.  The  “digital

being” is embodied at several levels in

the environment,  in the interface,  in

the body-corpse, in the users’ minds.

The  mind  ecosystem  wakes  alive,

materializing the Talker-Cyborg  with

a spatial synesthesia. The ” Talker”  is

the  embodiment  of  the  collective

being and it is present in space: the

direction goes from the virtual to the

body. 

( 1 )  S t e l a r c

(http://www.stelarc.va.com.au/).

(2)  In  un  pomodoro  transgenico  è

impossibile  distinguere  quale  sia  la

parte tecnlogica e quella naturale. Ma

non  so lo .  Anche  un  sempl ice

pomodoro”tradizionale” è un oggetto

tecnologico: viene infatti trasportato,

etichettato  con  codici  a  barre,

tracciato  da  sistemi  informativi,

registrato  elettronicamente  alla

vendita…

( 3 )

http://www.artisopensource.net/talk

ers/index2.html

( 4 )

http://www.artisopensource.net/talk

ers/index.html
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Rudy Rucker: Let’s Give Flurb To The People!
Bertram Niessen

The infinite. Kantor’s paradox. Fractal

marijuana  spliffs.  Gluon’s  injections.

Chtulu  appearing  in  a  California

s w i m m i n g p o o l .  S u r f i n g  o n

manipulated quantic waves. Software.

Hardware. Wetware. Realware.

For  this  month’s  Digimag  issue  we

interviewed  Rudy  Rucker,  science

fiction  writer,  mathematician,

programmer,  visionary.  Among  the

main artists of cyberpunk first wave,

Rucker  has  developed  an  extremely

peculiar  career  as  a  psychedelic

literary researcher able to mix (  in a

l i terary  pro ject  he  has  ca l led

Transreal ism,  in  which  he  has

fantastically  reintepreted  his  real

experiences ) “high” and “low” cultural

elements  together,  creating  an

amazing twirl  which has its  roots in

the great fantasy-mathematic classics

s u c h  a s  F l a t l a n d  a n d  A l i c e ’ s

Adventures in Wonderland . Well, with

such premises,  all  one  can do is  to

plunge  into  reading  and  see  what

dimensions one is  projected into.  In

this interview we asked Rucker to tell

us  about  his  most  recent  projects,

s u c h  a s  h i s  w e b z i n e  S F  F l u r b

( g a t h e r i n g  s o m e  o f  t h e  m o s t

interesting science fiction authors of

the last twenty years together, from

Laidlaw  to  Shirley),  or  the  release

Creative Commons of his latest book

Postsingular.

What we found was the same attitude

we find in his novels: the concept of a

free  information  spread  which

challenges the idea that free spread

necessarily means economic loss for

the author. Moreover, according to his

Do It Yourself philosophy, the author

believes that  ”  when the works  you

create  are  too  weird  for  normal

people,  well,  do  not  complain  and

distribute them by yourself. As far as

his  biography  and  bibliography  are

concerned, our suggestion is to read

his books and both his site and Flurb’s,

hoping  our  Italian  editors  start  get

going  and  translate  those  Mad

Professor’s  works  which  have  not

been  published  in  Italy  yet.
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Bertram  Niessen:  Your  latest  novel

Postsingular was both published as a

printed book by the publishing house

Tor  and  as  an  e-book  that  can  be

freely downloaded from the web by

Creative  Commons.  Why  did  you

choose  that  solution?

Rudy Rucker:  It’s  all  the fault  of my

young  SF  wr i ter  f r iends  Cory

Doctorow and Charles Stross.  They’ve

been doing this kind of double release

of  their  novels,  and  they  get  really

good sales.  The idea is that the free

e-book  version  generates  enough

buzz  and  sales  to  make  up  for

whatever  sales  you  lose  with  the

people  who might  have bought  the

book,  but  who  read  it  free  online

instead.  The overlap between people

who buy hardbacks and people who

read free e-books is perhaps not very

large.   The  hope  is  that  those  who

read your free e-book will talk about it

and blog about it, generating interest

of those who actually buy books. I’m

not  sure  yet  if  this  has  helped  my

sales or not.  It may be that Doctorow

and  Stross  sel l  better  than  me

because  they’re  more  in  tune  with

public tastes.  Possibly their success

has  nothing  to  do  with  the  free  e-

books.

It’s too early to judge how the gambit

affected  my  hardback  sales  for

Postsingular  .   In  any  case,  about

30,000 copies of the free Postsingular 
e-book  have  been  downloaded

(though one never knows if they read

the whole thing — one hope is  they

start the book, get sick of reading off

a  computer  sc reen  and  buy  a

hardback) I got some nice emails from

people who read the whole thing, a

number of them were engineers who

read  the  book  (on  the  sly)  on  their

office machine at work.  A couple of

ultrageeks  even  read  the  book  on

their cell phone or Blackberry.

By the way, my publishers have tried

selling  some of my books as e-books,

but  the  sales  are  on  the  order  of

dozens,  not even hundreds.   At this

point, people just won’t buy e-books. 

Possibly this changes in five years if

Kindle-like readers drop from $400 to

$50.
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Bertram  Niessen:  Let’s  talk  about

Flurb. Why did you start that project?

Weren’t traditional SF media enough

for you?

Rudy  Rucker:  What  happened  was

that Paul DiFilippo and I co-authored

an excellent story called “Elves of the

Subdimension,” and we were in a rush

to get it published in a magazine or

webzine  before  it  appeared  in  my

anthology Mad Professor .  And I sent

it  to  some  webzine,  I  think  it  was

Strange Horizons , and the guy turned

us down, rather coldly I thought, and I

was, like, who needs this?  I  can do

graphics, I know other writers, my son

runs  an  ISP,  why not  start  my own

webzine?

There’s an iron-clad rule in publishing:

the less they pay you, the worse they

treat you.  When you descend to the

lowest levels, you’re often judged by

fan trolls who treat you like a noob fan

writer, or who even take pleasure in

cold-cocking  a  pro.   I f  I  wr i te

something that I know I can’t sell to a

top market like Asimov’s  or Tor.com 
or a special anthology, then I’m better

off  publishing  it  myself.  I  got  the

name for  Flurb  from a line of  Paul

DiFilippo’s  in  that  story  of  ours  that

started all this.  Some subdimensional

elves are discussing how odd things

are up in the human world, and one of

them  incredulously  exclaims,  “Of

flurbbing,  they  know  not!”

I love that line.  I guess I might define

“flurb” as a verb meaning “to carry out

a  complex,  non-commercial  artistic

activity,”  and as a  noun it  means “a

g n a r l y  a r t w o r k  t h a t ’ s

incomprehensible  to  the  average

person.” Later I searched on the Web

and found in the Urban Dictionary that

“flurb” has also been claimed to mean

“a person obsessed with fannish role-

playing  games,”  “home  made  crack

cocaine,”  or  “to  alter  or  to  tweak.”  

And  I  think  programmers  use  the

word to  mean a  change or  fix  to  a

program.

.

Bertram Niessen: In Flurb we can read

a  good  selection  of  the  best  post-

cyberpunk authors of the latest years.

Is it the evidence that the scene is still

developing?

Rudy Rucker: A scene?  Well, I do tend

to get the same friends to write for

Flurb  over  and  overMarc  Laidlaw,

John Shirley, Charlie Jane Anders, and
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Richard Kadrey in particular.  Shirley,

Anders,  and  Kadrey  l ive  in  San

Francisco,  so  I  physically  see  them

now and then, but almost never all at

once,  so  it’s  not  like  a  hanging-ou-

-together scene.  But I  guess it  is  a

little  bit  of  a  virtual  scene.   Laidlaw

even got some of us to write a group

storyby Gustav Flurbertbut that didn’t

really work out that well.  I don’t think

anyone but  Marc  and I  bothered to

read the whole thing.

At least in my case, having Flurb  as an

outlet has freed me up to write some

stories  that  are  so  quirky  and  non-

commercial  that  I  wouldn’t  have

written  them  otherwiseI  think  in

particular  of  “The  Third  Bomb”  and

“Tangiers Routines.”

Bertram  Niessen :  It  seems  your

interest  in  mathematics  leads  the

reader  towards  a  constant  lack  of

certainty.  Do  you  consider  that  a

paradox  ?

Rudy Rucker:  If  all  you know about

math is adding and subtracting, you

imagine  that  math  is  very  safe  and

t a m e .   B u t  t h e  s t u f f  t h a t

mathematicians are actively  working

with is far out and confusing.  They’re

investigating  consistent  worlds  that

are unreal and wildly unfamiliar.  Kind

of like science fiction. 
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Bertram Niessen: Do you know other

contemporary authors who play with

maths as you ?

Rudy  Rucker:   Nobody  else  does

exactly what I  do,  but there’s a guy

called Alex Kasman who maintains a

very  complete  and  up-to-date  :

http://math.cofc.edu/kasman/MATH

FICT/

http://www.rudyrucker.com/writing/

http://www.rudyrucker.com

http://www.flurb.net

http://www.cs.sjsu.edu/faculty/ruck

er/transrealistmanifesto.pdf

http://www.rudyrucker.com/pdf/int

erviewsposted.pdf
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Videoelektra Superstar
Annamaria Monteverdi

In  Greek  mythology,  Electra  was  a

daughter  of  Agamemnon  and

Clytemnestra,  and  was  a  sibling  to

Orestes and Iphigenia. After her father

was murdered by Aegisthus and his

lover  Clytemnestra,  Electra  and

Orestes  decided  to  revenge  their

father  and  their  family.

Electra inspired many literary writers,

from Aeschylus, who wrote Oresteia ,
to Sophocles and Euripides. Recently

there have been only few important

artistic works of this kind in theater,

television and cinema. Here are some

examples: Elettra di Euripide , Spoleto

1 9 9 3  ,  b y  M a s s i m o  C a s t r i  ;
L’impossibilità di recitare Elettra oggi ,

Rai  1969,  by  Collettivo  di  Fabbrico  

(conceived  and  directed  by  Ròska,

Dominique  Isserman,  Manrico

Pavolettoni)  after  the  takeover  of  a

cinema in Fabbrico, Reggio Emilia, in

1968,  thanks  to  the  collaboration  of

Godard,  Living,  Volonté  and  others;

Elettra by Sophocles , Rai 3, Piedmont

region 1987,  by Tonino De Bernardi  

with  non-professional  actors;  and

finally Orestea by Aeschylus , 1972, by

Luca Ronconi . Obviously, we need to

mention  Notes  Towards  an  African
Orestes , 1975, by Pasolini .

The  young  and  talented  Alessandro

Brucini  starts  his  project  from  the

myth of Electra, and puts together his

own amount of references and literary

quotations.  With his elektraZenSuite

video he won international awards. In

2003 this videomaker and multimedia

graphic designer began the project of

ALE  ,  an  independent  audiovisual

production ( http://www.alenet.eu ) .

Some  of  his  documentary  videos:  Il

trionfo della Morte (2004), Parlata con

Adriano  Sofri  (2004).  Some  of  his

experimental  videos:  treeGreen

( 2 0 0 6 ) ,  G e i s h a  ( 2 0 0 5 ) ,

Schätzungsraum (2005).  Some of his

fiction  videos:  Momento  Presente

(2005),  Essere  Felici  (2004).

elektraZenSuite   is  an  exciting  and

disturbing version of the revenge-play

concept.  Here,  unlike  the  original

myth,  the  main  characters  are  two

women, a mother and her daughter.
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The title suggests a plot reduced into

pieces: zen philosophy, the Japanese

sword art, wuxiapian  movies (Chinese

cloak-and-dagger  genre),  samurai

from  Kobayashi  and  Kurosawa

cinema, and Silvia Plath, Tarantino and

Lars von Trier ( Medea ). And, most of

all, Carmelo Bene with “his traditional

re-construction or de-construction of

the text: Hommelette for Hamlet  by

Laforgue where the main rule was to

create a collage-text”.

.

Brucini   studied  subjects  related  to

theater and cinema, and his collage-

text  definitely  de-construct  the

original order and plot to add unusual

inserts such as Shakespeare’s Hamlet 
with monologues about Electra , the

woman that, just like Hamlet, has to

take the final decision: to kill or not to

kill?

Indeed,  Brucini  seems  to  create  for

Electra   a  Shakespearian  feminine

plot,  a  “mono-play”,  without  any

unnecessary  elements,  like  extra

actors,  subtitles.  Even  in  the  Greek

chorus we can find an extreme formal

simplicity  in  places  where  it  is

possible to foresee the future tragedy,

and where the actors neither play nor

talk,  neither  see  nor  hear,  they  just

think.  They  think  about  the  future

blood action: “It will have blood, they

say; blood will have blood” ( Macbeth
) .  E v e n  i f  s o m e  p a r t s  a r e  n o t

represented,  the  main  theme  is

always present:  it’s  a  process of  re-

and de-construction of a source text,

a  text  full  of  free  visions,  words,

snapshots,  that  refer  to  the  hidden

part of characters’ psyche. Characters

are  usually  in  the  foreground  or  in

close-up  through  fast  shots  and

reverse shots, and constant and slow

camera  movements  emphasize  their

silent  and  tense  moments.  What  is

really  amazing  is  the  framing  with

really  unusual  cuts  to  underline  the

ritual expressiveness of every gesture

and  the  symbolism  of  the  few  set

objects  and  of  the  red  landscape-

mood.  There  are  no  digital  special

effects so that the two fighters can’t

“fly”. The video has a light white frame

like  a  Japanese  graphic  novel;  the

passage  from  the  video  to  the

illustrated book creates more feelings

and sensations.

The story is a series of duels, glances,

bodies,  whitened  faces  as  in  the

ancient  or  Oriental  theater  (Artaud

used to say that Eastern culture is the

mother of theater), a mix of red, black
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and  white  (like  in  Carmelo  Bene’s

Hamlet  )  that  deletes  (or  interrupts)

the  final  action,  the  murder,  the

unavoidable destiny. The impossibility

to  represent  this  action  shows  that

theater  is  not  a  reproduction  of  a

story  or  a  myth:  theater  through

videos � just like Orestes and Electra �

changes completely the original plot.

Fernando Mastropasqua, an expert on

Greek theater, said: “In rites, gestures

are a part  of  them, while in theater

the meaning is the opposite: gestures

are  repeated because they must  be

judged  and  refused.  Theater  is  the

place where gestures are repeated to

eliminate them”.

.

Anna Monteverdi: The plot is really far

from that of Aeschylus and Euripides.

So, where the idea for this video came

from?

Alessandro Brucini:  I wanted to focus

on the feminine characters,  because

men do what women tell them to do.

Indeed,  Orestes,  after  murdering

Aegisthus,  the  usurper,  can’t  kill  his

own  mother.  So,  Electra  takes  the

sword and the daughter/mother final

duel with katanas begins. This is the

real  radical  change  in  my  vision  of

Electra’s myth, despite my concern in

creating a text-collage with texts of

different times and cultures, in order

to keep the original  meaning of  the

play. Zen philosophy gave a meaning

to every formal aspect and action, and

it  has been a progressive decision.  I

mean that, at first I wanted to create a

dark,  electronic  and  post-industrial

atmosphere, but then, I was learning

zen philosophy (and I’m still a learner)

and I  became really interested in its

strict  essential  features.  Since  that

moment it became simple to find zen

concepts in the Greek myth.

Anna  Monteverdi:  How  international

festivals reacted to this experimental

video that is not a truth-video, but a

work  about  suggestion,  abstraction,

dreams, without any special effect?

Alessandro  Brucini:   I  wanted  to

present  my  work  at  independent

cinema festivals, where usually other

kinds of videos are screened, and all

this  became  real.  I  wanted  to  deal

with  ancient  Greek  plays,  zen

philosophy,  through an experimental

video, without any dialogue, trying to

reach a wide audience. Thanks to my

work, after two years, I was invited to

50 official events and I was awarded 6

prizes.  This  gave  me the  chance  to
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travel  and  to  see  the  European

underground  cinema  situation,  and

I’m really  glad for  making my video

elektraZenSuite .

.

Anna Monteverdi: You’ve cited many

important authors and works. Which

are the most important for you?

Alessandro Brucini: 

Amleto 

by

Carmelo Bene, 

Sansho the Bailiff 

 by

Mizoguchi, Kurosawa’s movies, and

for the colors 

Sayat Nova 

by

Paradzanov. And Sylvia Plath, I

immediately fell in love with her; I

knew her while I was scripting and

looking for different versions of

Electra. I chose that poem, because of

its predominant color (red), and

because it is a valid means to re-

construct the plot.
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Careful Evolution Researches
Massimo Schiavoni

They  are  becoming  more  and  more

famous,  they  are  appreciated  or

slated,  they  don’t  have  anything  to

lose; they live and sleep for theater,

among innovative sets, special texts,

theaters  with  an  invisible  audience,

improvised shows, contests, and rents

that must be paid.

They go on because they believe in

what they do; sometimes they have to

fight against the Italian bureaucracies;

they  jo in  forces ,  desp i te  the

geographical  distance  and  their

meticulous job. Maybe, in this period

there are too many research theatrical

companies; but quantity is not so bad,

i t  could  promote  innovat ion,

competition  and  self-awareness.

Then, quality and professionalism will

be  promoted  too.  What  has  really

changed is the notion of space, time

and  body .  Audience ,  a r t i s ts ,

organizations,  stage,  set,  visual  art

and  direction:  these  elements  have

incredibly developed.

Nowadays  those  companies,  that

were founded five years ago, are not

up-and-coming  groups  anymore.

Here  are  some  examples:  versatile

Cosmesi ; “scientific” OOFFOURO ; the

amazing guys of Teatro Sotterraneo ;

“imaginary”  Muta Imago ;  expressive

Zachés  Teatro  ,  and  also  Gruppo

Nanou , Ortographe , CapoTrave and

Città  di  Ebla.  Together  with  these

groups we find individual performers,

such  as  Teodora  Caste l lucci  ,

Francesca  Grilli  ,  Nico  Vascellari  ,

Daniele  Albanese  ,  Alessandro

Sciarroni  ,  Sonia  Brunelli  ,  Daniele

Timpano  ,  and  Dafne  Boggieri .

Moreover,  there  are  other  artistic

groups  looking  for  new  kinds  of

theater  and expression of  ideas and

feel ings  through  new  art ist ic

activities:  Pathosformel  ,  Babilonia

Teatri , Tutal Libre , Fibre Parallele and

Teatrialchemici.
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Eva  Geatti  and  Nicola  Toffolini  of

Cosmesi project, on April 12 th started

a performance at PIM Spazio Scenico

in  Milan,  as  a  part  of  the  project

Progetto  Quattrospine  by  Serena

V i n c e n z i  .  I f  y o u  s e e  L a

primadonna_chi  semina  vento

raccoglie tempesta , you’ll appreciate

a work of talent and wonder, intensity

and  irony;  it  is  a  cl imax  and  by

watching  Eve  you  can  feel  her

femininity and her symbiosis with the

stage. The audience will find a vertical

installation,  without  any  escape,

everything  is  st i l l ,  and  sound

emphasizes  each  gesture  and  gives

great  importance  to  the  woman:

image and definition of her own body.

Suddenly Nicola’s “monster” becomes

real  and  comes  as  air,  sudden  and

destructive. Finally, the birth of a new

life,  with  the  throw  of  an  egg,

symbolizing  l ife  and  the  end  of

everything.  Nowadays,  the  company

is working on its new performance, Lo

sfarzo  nella  tempesta  ,  that  will  be

performed thanks to the machines of

Michele  Bazzana  and  thanks  to  the

work of Stefano Pilia . The themes are:

luxury,  waste  and  vanity  related  to

disaster;  the poetic and visual  set is

re-constructed  to  welcome  the

audience in  an  innovative  way.  It  is

going to be performed on May 9 th

and 10 th in Fidenza during the Giostra
di Maggio  festival; the 13 th ,14 th and

15  th  of  June  at  the  theater  Villa

Mazzacurati,  in  via  Toscana,  during

the  event  Aspera-drammaturgie
possibil i  ;  and  the  19  th  they’re

performing  in  Bologna  for  Punto

Critico.

Alessandro Carboni and Danilo Casti,

members  of  OOFFOURON/N.P.A.

Officina Ouroboros, after the projects

Anagenesi  and  Etimo   in  2005  and

ABQ  in 2007, on May 15th and 16th 

are  performing  for  the  first  time

WBNR – What Burns Never Returns, at

Fabbrica Europa 2008 Platform #4. It

is going to be performed again during

t h e  C o n t e m p o r a n e a  a n d

Santarcangelo festivals . WBNR is the

second phase of the research project

ABQ: from quad to zero . The project

is  a  wide  research  about  body  and

city,  about  an  organism,  a  double

mutant  system  in  which  cohabit

deformed  territories,  structural

glitches,  uncontrolled  codes.  They

create new dynamic maps of places in

continuous  transformation.  Through

the  creation  of  a  work  platform,

several  researchers will  work on the

application  of  a  method  of  analysis
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and  composition  of  choreography

focused on a specific urban context of

the city where the performance will

take  place.  Proceeding  analytically

from space in its different typologies,

from  territory  to  body,  its  flows,

dynamics, agents and movements are

quantified  and codified.  This  double

stage-city feedback is re-created live

and  screened  on  the  video  of  the

stage. The aim is to elaborate a single

system of choreographic composition

capable  of  interpolating  all  the

collected data to be returned in the

form  of  choreographic  instructions.

W B N R   i s  a n  i m m e a s u r a b l e

choreography  between  body  and

territory,  an  exploration  of  city  and

body,  re-imagining  new  ways  of

analysis and paths of investigations in

order to reflect on the anthropological

and social-cultural transformations of

the  individual,  and  how  technology,

infrastructures,  palaces  and  people

are  organized  in  the  contemporary

urban space.

.

Sara  Bonaventura  ,  Iacopo  Braca  ,

Matteo Ceccarelli , Claudio Cirri , and

Daniele  Vi l la  ,  members  of  the

company Teatro Sotterraneo , on May

20  th  and  21  st  at  Fabbrica  Europa

2008 are  performing  La  cosa  1  (the

thing 1) after their great success with

Post-it .  “Space just as it is,  with no

accessories. An empty place. A stage

mechanism that expands and retracts,

pervading the places. An invasion. A

presentation  of  hyperactivity.  The

body that gives all, continually doing

something, on stage doing in order to

do, do2, do3, overdo, overhandle. For

you. The lights are switched on. The

crowd amalgamate. Movement starts,

any  movement,  anything  so  that

someone does something, even if it is

only  waiting  to  do  something  �  a

continual  bracing  of  muscles  and

nerves,  a  search  for  an  extreme

condition. La Cosa 1 is the event, but it

is  also  the  moment  immediately

a f t e r w a r d s ,  w h e n  y o u  s t o p ,

exhausted,  saturated;  La  Cosa  1  ,

however,  goes  on,  repeats,  insists,

starts moving again, dashes, does. A

study  on  effort  and the  power  that

peters out, on the condition of a body

that starts out cool and fresh and goes

on even when there  is  nothing left.

Doing  a  certain  thing  and  then

presenting a copy of myself incapable

of going on. The end replaced by the

sequel. Always, in any way, something

more than nothing”. (T.S.)

Muta Imago  is a theatrical company
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founded  in  Rome  in  2004  by  the

playwright Riccardo Fazi , the director

Claudia  Sorace   and  the  scene

designer Massimo Troncanetti . Their

first performance is not so complete

as their latest work Don Giovanni , in

which they worked on the interaction

of the four actors and the large set

including  three  wooden  cubes  of

different  dimensions  and  a  pool,  a

game  of  water  and  earth.  In  2007,

they created Comeacqua : this story

wants  to  be  open,  it  refuses  the

classic  theater  time,  and  its  main

characters are cords, plastic bags, an

iron table,  and water.  These objects

are re-interpreted, beaten and filled,

closed; it’s  not a performance about

water, but on water. Comeacqua was

performed again and often reviewed.

The next work was (a+b) ³ performed

for the first time at Enzimi  festival.

And finally the last work is Lev , the

re-starting point. It is set at the end of

the war,  a  man opens his  eyes and

looks  around,  he  doesn’t  recognize

anything, he gets up and goes to the

w a l l  t o  h e a r  s o u n d s ;  i t ’ s  a

metamorphosis,  he  falls  and  starts

remembering. A person is obliged to

stay in an empty space (3×6 meters),

three lamps, a hundred kilos of flour,

trying to fill it to come back home. Lev
analyzes  the  relation  between

verbalization  and  remembering,

between  imaginat ion  and  i ts

verbalization. “1943, European Russia.

Lev is  a  soldier,  a  bullet  pierced his

skull changing his life forever. He lost

consciousness,  and  he  doesn’t

remember anything. He can’t do even

the simplest action: what is only left is

imagination.  This is  a metaphor,  Lev

has to learn to speak,  just  like they

have to; Lev starts everything again,

his  story  is  also  the  story  of  his

company”. They’re performing on May

1 0  t h  a t  T e a t r o  C o m u n a l e  i n

Cesenatico, on May 23 rd at Biennale

dei Giovani Artisti in Bari, and on May

30 th in Tuscanica for Furore-Danze
no stop . In July they’re performing at

Inteatro  festival  in Polverigi,  and at

Sartancangelo dei Teatri  festival .

.

Zachés  Teatro,  based  in  Scandicci

(Tuscany),  is  made  up  of  Francesco

Givone,  Luana  Gramegna,  Costanza

Givone, Samuele Mariotti and Stefano

Ciardi . This young group is able to use

different  expressive  forms  such  as

masks  and  puppets  that  create  a

unique  relation  with  the  audience,

f o l l o w i n g  t h e  p r i n c i p l e s  o f

biomechanics, motion, word absence
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and  visual  focus.  “According  to  our

analysis,  our  performances  have

important  implicit  meanings.  Word

breaks a balance and we are obliged

to say too much, or too little, we are

unable to express all feelings through

words. When used, Word is perceived

as  something  pure,  essentia l ,

synthetic,  iconic,  belonging  to  the

universe of its meanings, such as an

object,  a  gesture  or  a  mask,  not  a

word.  However,  we  want  to  tell

something, because we do theater.

Every  written  text  has  an  implicit

meaning that is not visible where the

audience looks, and that is what we

want to tell. Our goal is to reconcile, in

our performance, aesthetic, visual and

play  elements,  that  are  related  to

each other through gestures, puppets,

masks,  objects,  lights  and  motion”

(Zachés �  La poetica ).  On May 8 th

they’re performing Faustus!Faustus! in
Cerbaia  (Florence)  at  JackandJoe

Theatre, and on May 17 th La favolosa
vita di H.C. Andersen at Gioia del colle

(Bari) for the children month .

.

O n  M a y  2 3  r d  d u r i n g  t h e

INTERPLAY/08  International  Festival

of Contemporary Dance in Moncalieri

(Turin), the young Teodora Castellucci

(daughter  of  the  great  Romeo

Castellucci) is performing 
À Elle Vide,which was awarded the special prize

of  the  GD’A  ’07  jury.  And  Daniele

Albanese  is  performing  
Tiqqun  �

Nemmeno  l’Allodola  Vede  l’Apertopresented  last  December  at  the

Teatro Comunale of Ferrara and at the

Natura dei Teatri 
 festival.

On  this  occasion  there  will  also  be

Sonia Brunelli, from Forlì, on May 25 th

with her 
NN 

:  ”  
NN 

is the fall  in an

original  place,  in  a  pre-linguistic

condition, considered as a special and

primitive  status  of  gestures  without

any strict meaning. The actor is near

the limits and controls the gestures. In

this  st i l l  s ituation,  movement

becomes a rhythm, that brings from

the  origin  to  something  else.  The

audience imagines the future position

of an objects, just like in a video game

the  player  imagines  the  possible

future movements of a ball.  
NN 

is a

movement that divides into two and

becomes real in its own negation. It’s

a  movement that  deletes  and stops

the  deve lopment  of  a  human

individuality”  (Sonia  Brunelli).
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Finally,  Nico Vascellari  is  performing

for the first time, on May 9 th in Rome

for Dissonanze 08, his 

Live Set 

along

with Stephen O’Malley from 

Sunn O))) 

and John Wiese from 

Bastard Noise 

,

vacillating  between violent  ancestral

calling  and  hyper-contemporary

alienation.  It’s  an  unforgettable

experience.  The  epoch  of  theater  is

beginning,  we  should  follow  our

feelings  and  our  intuition;  we  are

acquiring more and more traditions,

new sounds and visions in new places

and different cultural realities.
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Ulf Langheinrich, The Useless And Fascinated
Look

Alessio Galbiati

Here  comes  another  chapter  of  the

series of interviews dedicated to the

most  interesting  representatives  of

Sonic Acts latest edition (Amsterdam,

February 21st � 24th), which we started

i n  M a r c h  w i t h  a  l o n g  v i r t u a l

conversation  with  Ken  Jacobs.

(“Jacobs: il demiurgo dell’immagine in

movimento” di Alessio Galbiati e Paola

Catò � Digimag32/marzo08).

This time is Ulf Langheinrich‘s turn, “a

contemporary artist  who has always

struggled for  a  production aimed at

reaching  an  emotive  and  effective

unicuum”. (this definition comes from

Mixedmedia Milan festival 2006 online

pages,  from  Audiovisual  Art  section

crated by Marco Mancuso).

Born  in  1960  in  Wolfen  (Eastern

Germany) he lives and works between

Vienna  (Austria)  and  Accra  (Ghana).

Leaving the land of real socialism, in

the middle of the ’80s he moves to

the  western  part  of  his  country,

having already had a varied education

which included (compulsory)  military

service  and  the  fundaments  of

industrial design, painting and music.

The  experiences  with  Eberhard  von

der  Erde  in  painting  as  well  as  his

experiments  on  unusual  musical

instruments  such as  organs and the

harmonium played a  very  important

role.  He  soon  develops  a  study  on

electronic music starting from his own

musical language.

In  1988 he moves to  Vienna,  to  the

WUK  (Werkstätten  und  Kulturhaus),

where he is given a flat to develop his

research.  Between 1988 and 1991  he

mainly dedicates himself to painting,

being  featured  in  many  exhibitions

and  having  a  personal  exhibition  at

Vienna’s  Kunsthalle  Exnergasse,

whose  catalogue  can  still  be  found

wandering on the web.  These years

w i t n e s s  t h e  g r o w t h  o f  U l f

Langheinrich’s  creativity,  the  will  to

increasingly  cross  borders  among

artistic disciplines finds its expression

in  the usage of  photographic  works
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and  images  in  motion;  soundtracks

and soundscapes for installations are

part  of  his  production  during  these

years.

.

Courtesy by Granular Synthesis

A t  t h e  b e g i n n i n g  o f  t h e  ’ 9 0 s

Langheinrich  is  involved  in  the

creation  of  the  multimedia  group

PYRAMEDIA,  as  wel l  as  in  the

coordination  of  the  independent

project  WUK.  In  1991,  together  with

Kurt  Hentschläger,  he  founds  the

collective  GRANULAR  SYNSTHESIS

(Digimag n. 03, April 2005, includes an

article  about  it:  “Sintesi  granulare  e

universo  percettivo”,  by  Isabella

Depanis), one of the most important

international  groups  in  the  field  of

audio/video  experimentation,  which

over the last 20 years has produced

several films and installations.

Their  works  have  found  space  in

almost  every  country  of  the  World

(Italy included), from the Museum of

Appl ied  Arts  in  V ienna  to  the

Contemporary Art Museums in Lyon,

Montreal  and  Seoul,  from  Stedelijk

Museum  to  Hannover’s  Kunstverein,

Montreal’s  ISEA,  Tokyo’s  ICC,  New

York’s Creative Time and the Austrian

Pavillion  in  Venice’s  2001  Biennale.

Many  GRANULAR  SYNTHESIS  works

have been published on DVD, among

these  REMIX/INDEX  (Austria)  and

IMMERSIVE  WORKS  (ZKM/Cantz).

Langheinrich  has  produced  a  CD,

DEGREES  OF  AMNESIA  (1998),  and

from  2003  he  has  developed  other

solo  projects.  He  was  a  visiting

professor  at  the  HGB  University  for

Graphics and Book design in Leipzig

and has held several  lectures at  the

Multimedia department of Salzburg’s

F H .  T h e  2 0 0 5  e d i t i o n  o f  A r s

Electronica  featured  a  retrospective

on his works and in 2006 he held a

series of lessons at Melbourne’s RMIT.

This  short  biography  aims  at  giving

some hints about an artist who could

only  be  better  known  through  the

fruition of his works, which bring the

s p e c t a t o r  i n t o  a n  i m m e r s i v e

dimension  beyond  reality.
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Courtesy by Granular Synthesis

Alessio Galbiati e Paola Catò: Can you

introduce the topic of the conference

held  at  Amsterdam’s  Sonic  Acts,

starting  from  its  title:  “Interference

Moments”?

Ulf  Langheinrich:  I  was  emphasizing

on  a  number  of  my  own  artistic

strategies  in  connection  with  the

above  stated  topic.  By  introducing

examples  of  quite  early  sound

experiments  in  contrast  to  the

presented  installation  I  intended  to

give  a  better  understanding  of  the

core motives behind my artistic work.

Alessio  Galbiati  e  Paola  Catò:  Last

February at Sonic Acts, you presented

3 artworks: “Drift”, “OSC” and “Soil”. Do

you want to speak about them?

Ulf Langheinrich: DRIFT is a film while

SOIL and OSC are installations. SOIL is

already a few years old and based on

found material. It deals with the idea

of extracting essence and transform it

into something new. OSC is based on

an  algorithmically  generated  still

image that has become transformed

into a multilayer image stream in 60

hz  real  image  replacement.  This  is

layered and overlaid with other light

patterns  in  order  to  focus  on  sub-

patterns  that  would  otherwise  stay

invisible to a slow sensory system.

About  all  work  I  could  say  that  I

approach  sound  and  image  as  a

space,  a  resonating  matrix  for  an

aesthetic matter. This matter realises

itself as parallel streams of sonic and

light projections. The specifications of

those  interfaces  s ignif icantly

determine  the  immediate  sensory

impact, thus, the audiences encounter

with the matter.

.

There are multiple parallel spatial and

temporal  layers  that  constantly

reform through processing that alters

the  consistency,  viscosity  and

transparency.  Each layer is  pulsating

energy  in  sync  and  out  of  sync  to

others,  in  phase  or  in  phase  shift,

fields of oscillating energy, sometimes

clustered  into  one  vibration.  The

permeat ion,  stacking  and  re-

visualisation of these layers results in

visual  qualities  of  symphonic  noise

permutations  or  as  aseptic,  pure,  at

times even emptiness.

Generally there are no specific objects
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or movements, there may be mirrored

movements  like  a  continuous  flow

from  top  to  bottom  and  slightly

different  from  bottom  to  top.  The

absence of signs, gestures or objects

in  the  apparently  dimensionless

audiovisual  meta-movement  evokes

the  notion  of  pr imal  and  total

aesthetic  matter  resulting  in  a

hypnotic  audiovisual  space.  Such  a

situation is contrary to how a viewer

seeks to track and observe elements

of  a  plot,  a  sense,  a  meaning.  The

sound-image  flow  arrives  gradually,

generating  a  delicate  and  subtle

tension.

The  visual  space  opens  and  closes,

from surface to deep space and back

t o  j u s t  p u r e  s c r e e n  a n d  l i g h t

appearing as an inverted illusion. The

unavailing  fascinated  look  onto  a

r e s o n a n t  m a t r i x  b u i l d s  t o  a n

immersive  deep  glow.

.

Photo by Arianna D’Angelica

Direct  sensual  impact  is  first  of  all

achieved  by  precision  and  high

resolution  and  gives  way  to  an

awareness  of  and  excitement  about

minimal shifts. An important aspect is

that  certain  shifts  and  oscillating

movements  occur  outside  of  the

actual  displayed  images.  They  are

sensations  resulting  as  interference

b e t w e e n  t h e  p e r c e p t i v e  a n d

processing potential of the eye- brain-

apparatus and specific modulations of

resolution of the projected material in

time  and  projection-space.  These

interference  movements  are  not

simply  OP-Art  related  side  artefacts

but  are  the  central  focus  of  these

works  and  their  characteristics  are

designed  over  time.  

It is the exclusion of computer aided

interactivity that activates and

empowers the viewer’s sensitivities

releasing them from the promise of

navigation and allowing them to

accept the internalisation of their

activity as viewers, or experiences.

This active viewer will however not

embark onto a playful or intellectual

or emotional narrative structure; but

just seeing feeling and being in the

present and now.

Since the membrane of the projection

area  is  constantly  presented  to  the

viewer  in  hyper-realistic  synthetic

waves,  they  are  propelled  into  a

constant  contradictory  perceptive

situation:  He  is  confronted  with  a

min imal  and  s t r ic t  aesthet ic
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statement that demands and rewards

for  concentration  and  awareness  of

subtle  drifts.  At  the  same  time  the

viewer  finds  himself  in  unsettling

sensory  overload.

.

Alessio  Galbiati  e  Paola  Catò:  The

sound is  a  primary  element  in  your

works.  How  do  you  define  your

creative  relationship  with  it?

Ulf  Langheinrich:  Much  like  in  the

visual aspects sound changes happen

on a general level, as reformations of

all sonic layers. This loaded and fluid

sonic  texture  may  be  considered

analogue to the sonic situation inside

a  small  aircraft  during  descent.  The

general  appearance  of  the  sonic

image  is  massive,  invasive  and

surround: Subtle differences in speed

between  turbines  result  in  rich

interferences  phase  shift,  drifting

rhythmical  phenomena  and  shifting

resonance response to shifting sonic

energy.

Due to the impact of  the sonic and

subsonic sound the virtual space gains

immediacy however, its proximity and

tension and the impact that the sound

and flicker have on the physical body,

feeling the sound through your core,

takes  it  away  from  the  virtual  and

makes it a direct external and internal

physical  experience:  that  is  what  I

intend.

Alessio Galbiati e Paola Catò: Do you

t h i n k  t e c h n o l o g y  c a n  b o o s t

perception?

Ulf Langheinrich: No I don’t think so,

as  a  general  statement,  however

many of  my own experiences  proof

that  statement wrong.  Perception is

eventually  something  you  learn.

Improving the “processing” of sensory

information  and  understanding  its

information  is  training,  and  today  it

obviously  is  training  with  digitally

generated  material  and  digitally

controlled presentation environments.

This first of all applies to audible and

visual information.

.
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Photo by Arianna D’Angelica

Alessio Galbiati e Paola Catò: Looking

at the technical specifications of your

works  we  get  the  impression  of  a

hypothetical reproducibility. It seems

an  application  of  Walter  Benjamin’s

“The  Work  of  Art  in  the  Age  of

Mechanical  Reproduction”.  Can  we

say that mechanical or technological

reproduction has become art itself?

Ulf Langheinrich: It is the very nature

of  many  art  productions  that  are

based and dealing with media that are

r e p r o d u c i b l e ,  t o  b e  h a v e

reproducibility as a core quality in it

s e l f .  I t  i s  t h e  a r t  m a r k e t  t h a t

sometimes demands for an artificially

established  singularity  of  a  product

while the actual physical object is all

but  unique  as  an  object .  But  I

w o u l d n ’ t  g o  a s  f a r  a s  t o  c a l l

technological  reproduction  an  art  in

itself.  The  art  is  to  create  work  in

awareness  of  the  nature  of  the

medium  and  to  investigate  it.   

Alessio Galbiati e Paola Catò: Did you

browse  through  the  Sonic  Acts

programme? Were there any artists or

m o m e n t s  w h i c h  y o u  f o u n d

particularly close to you, your life and

a c t i v i t i e s  o r  y o u  c o u l d  d r a w

inspiration  from?

Ulf  Langheinrich:  Since  I  had  only

limited  time to  see  other  work  and

consequently have not seen as much

as I would like to have seen, I hesitate

to make any specific statements here.

Alessio Galbiati e Paola Catò: Thank

you for being our guest and having

answered these questions. Do you

have a suggestion on “where to go

next” as far as this series of interviews

dedicated to Sonic Acts XII i s

concerned?courtesy by Ulf

Langheinrich

Ulf  Langheinrich :  I  believe  kurt

hentschlager  and  TEZ  would  be

inspiring  partners  for  an  interview

which maybe also tells  you a  bit  of

what I liked at sonic acts. 

http://www.sonicacts.com

http://www.epidemic.net/geogb/art

/gs/ulf/indexgb.html

http://www.lentos.at/en/download/

CV_ulf_langheinrich2004_englisch.p

df
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Link index

Kaiichiro Shibuya: Order And Chaos

http://atak.jp/

http://www.elektrafestival.ca/

http://exonemo.com/

Olyvetty: Processing Sound And Images

http://www.myspace.com/hundebiss

http://www.olyvetty.blogspot.com/

Design And The Elastic Mind

http://www.moma.org/exhibitions/2008/elasticmind/%20

The Dissonant Ecstasy Of Charlemagne Palestine

http://www.charlemagnepalestine.org/

http://www.dissonanze.it

Sonar 2008: The Feminine Factor

http://www.sonar.es/portal/eng/home.cfm

Edoardo De Carli: The Permanence Of Knowledge

http://www.chieracostui.com/

http://www.liceobeccaria.it/%20

http://www.chieracostui.com/costui/docs/info/informazioni.asp?page=credit

s

http://www.beccaria-asbec.it/asbec/index.asp

Late Neopositivism And New Political Energy

http://www.worldchanging.com/archives/007919.html
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http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2005/apr/14/research.science2

http://www.worldchanging.com/archives/004799.html

http://www.cato.org/pubs/regulation/regv27n3/v27n3-5.pdf

http://www.worldchanging.com/

http://www.worldchanging.com/bios/alex.html

We Are Not Alone – Part 1

http://www.stelarc.va.com.au/%20

http://www.artisopensource.net/talkers/index2.html

http://www.artisopensource.net/talkers/index.html

Rudy Rucker: Let’s Give Flurb To The People!

http://math.cofc.edu/kasman/MATHFICT/

http://www.rudyrucker.com/writing/

http://www.rudyrucker.com

http://www.flurb.net

http://www.cs.sjsu.edu/faculty/rucker/transrealistmanifesto.pdf

http://www.rudyrucker.com/pdf/interviewsposted.pdf

Videoelektra Superstar

http://www.alenet.eu/

http://www.alenet.eu/

Careful Evolution Researches

Ulf Langheinrich, The Useless And Fascinated Look

http://www.sonicacts.com

http://www.epidemic.net/geogb/art/gs/ulf/indexgb.html
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http://www.lentos.at/en/download/CV_ulf_langheinrich2004_englisch.pdf%
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